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David M. Wahlquist (#3349) 
Bryan H. Booth (#7471) 
KIRTON & McCONKIE 
Attorneys for Defendant 
International Investment and Development Corporation 
1800 Eagle Gate Tower 
60 East South Temple 
P.O. Box 45120 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0120 
Telephone: (801) 328-3600 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
AMERICAN ESTATE MANAGEMENT 
CORPORATION, a Utah Corporation, : ORDER OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Plaintiff, : 
vs. : Civil No. 970907295CV 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT AND : Judge J. Dennis Frederick 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, a Utah : 
corporation, and John Does I-X, : 
Defendants. : 
On April 20,1998, the court heard oral argument on Defendant International Investment 
and Development Corporation's Motion to Dismiss. Plaintiff American Estate Management 
appeared through its counsel, Ronald G. Russell. Defendant International Investment and 
Development Corporation appeared through its counsel, David M. Wahlquist and Bryan H. 
Booth. 
* -
FILED DISTRICT COURT 
Third Judicial District 
MAY - 6 1998 
After hearing oral arguments and considering the memoranda submitted with respect to 
the motion and being otherwise advised in the premises, the court hereby grants International 
Investment and Development Corporations' Motion to Dismiss Plaintiffs Complaint with 
prejudice on the grounds that Plaintiffs claims are barred by the claim preclusion branch of the 
res judicata doctrine for the reasons more fully set forth in Defendants' memoranda in support of 
its Motion to Dismiss. 
DATED this L ^ d a y of May, 1998. 
ypi&!{!:^\: 
Honorable y. 
District J 
4/ 
Approved as to form by 
PARR & WADDO#S 
Ronald G.'Russell ^ 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
KIRTON & McCONKIE 
\iiXX 
h^gjuuiJi 
David M. Wahlquist 
Attorneys for Defendant 
2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 4 day of May, 1998,1 caused a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing ORDER to be mailed, postage prepaid, to the following: 
Ronald G. Russell, Esq. 
PARR, WADDOUPS, BROWN, 
GEE & LOVELESS 
185 South State Street, Suite 1300 
Post Office Box 11019 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147-0019 
CWfrL AM . 
W \1500\1793\0023\bhbOrderPId wpd 
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THIRD DISTRICT COURT - SLC COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
AMERICAN ESTATE MANAGEMENT, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MINUTES 
LAW & MOTION 
Case No: 970907295 CV 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & Et 
al, : Judge: J. DENNIS FREDERICK 
Defendant. : Date: April 20, 1998 
Clerk: cindyb 
Reporter: ED MIDGLEY 
PRESENT 
Plaintiff's Attorney(s): RONALD G RUSSELL 
Defendant's Attorney(s): DAVID M. WAHLQUIST 
BRYAN H. BOOTH 
CAT/CIC 
HEARING 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss is argued to the Court by respective 
counsel and submitted. 
The Court rules as stated on the record and grants the motion 
(treated as a summary judgment as matters outside the pleadings are 
considered). Attorney Wahlguist to prepare the order and judgment. 
Page 1 (last) 
David M. Wahlquist (#3349) 
Bryan H. Booth (#7471) 
KIRTON Sc McCONKJE 
Attorneys for Defendant 
International Investment and 
Development Corporation 
1800 Eagle Gate Tower 
60 East South Temple 
P.O. Box45120 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145^0120 
Telephone: (801) 328-3600 
FI1.F0 
DSOIiilCT COURT 
9 3 FEB 13 PH 3 ' 12 
BY1if?tiT7CLEPK" 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
AMERICAN ESTATE MANAGEMENT 
CORPORATION, a Utah Corporation, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT AND 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, a Utah 
corporation, and John Does I-X, 
Defendants. 
AFFIDAVIT OF SANDRA LIN 
Civil No. 970907295CV 
Judge J. Dennis Frederick 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES 
) 
) 
I, Sandra Lin being first sworn upon my oath do depose and say as follows: 
1. I am over twenty-one (21) years of age and am competent to make this 
Affidavit. 
2. I am an officer, director, and shareholder of Defendant International Investment 
and Development Corporation ("IID") in this action and have personal knowledge of the facts 
set forth below. 
3. When IID was formed and incorporated, I became a shareholder along with Tony 
Lin, (my husband), Po Chang and Beatrice Chang, 
4. American Estates Management Corporation ("AEM") was formed iirjune 1977 as 
a wholly owned subsidiary of IID. 
5. Po Chang and Beatrice Chang were officers and directors of IID and AEM from 
the dates these entities were incorporated until March 1, 1982. After March 1,1982, Po Chang 
and Beatrice Chang were no longer officers or directors of IID. 
6. In 1981, a dispute arose between our family and the Changs regarding 
management of IID and its subsidiaries. The dispute resulted in litigation which was commenced 
in January of 1982, 
7. In order to settle the litigation, my husband and 1 and the Changs entered into an 
agreement (the "Separation Agreement") whereby our joint business interests were divided and 
distributed between us and the Changs, (See Separation Agreement, dated February 8,1982, a 
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" at ].) 
8. In the Separation Agreement, IID agreed to transfer the stock of AEM to the 
Changs and the Changs agreed to transfer their stock in IID to my husband and me. In addition, 
IID agreed to transfer certain properties to AEM. One of those properties is described in the 
Separation Agreement as "improved real property known as Highland Terrace Apartment 
Complex". (Separation Agreement, Exhibit A, at 6c.) 
9. The Separation Agreement was closed on March 1, 1982. As part of the closing, 
IID transferred to AEM the Highland Terrace parcel, (See deed, a copy of which is attached 
hereto as Exhibit "B.") 
10. My husband and I and the Changs also entered into another agreement on March 
1, 1982 ("Satisfaction of Debt Agreement"). The pmpose of the Satisfaction of Debt 
Agreement was to resolve all outstanding obligations between our family and the Changs. (See 
Satisfaction of Debt Agreement, dated March 1,1982, a copy of which is attached hereto as 
Exhibit "C ") 
11. At the time of the closing, IID owned a triangular-shaped parcel of unimproved 
land (the "Triangular Parcel") which was adjacent to the Highland Terrace property described in 
Exhibit "B." IID did not transfer the Triangular Parcel to AEM. IID believed that it fully 
complied with the terms of the Separation Agreement by transferring the Highland Terrace 
Parcel. AEM did not request that IID transfer the Triangular Parcel. 
12. Prior to closing, tax notices for the Triangular Parcel were mailed to IID at 3549 
Warr Road, Salt Lake City, Utah, the personal address of the Changs. All of the tax notices for 
properties owned by IID and its wholly owned subsidiaries were mailed to the Changs, who were 
the officers and directors of the entities. 
13. Following the closing, IID changed its address to 2059 East 3900 South, Suite 
101, Salt Lake City, Utah and Po Chang and Beatrice Chang were replaced as officers and 
directors of IID. However, IID inadvertently failed to advise the County Treasurer of its address 
change for the Triangular Parcel. 
14 In 1996, IID first learned that it had not received tax notices for the Triangular 
Property. 
15. After investigating the matter, IID learned that beginning in 1982, the tax notices 
for the Triangular Parcel were mailed to IIDvat 1360 Beneficial Life Tower, Salt Lake City, Utah, 
IID's old business address, where they were received by the Changs. (See Certified copy of Tax 
Ledger for the Triangular Parcel, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "D.") 
16. IID also learned that rather than fonvarding the notices to IID, the Changs paid 
the tax without advising IID. 
17. IID was aware that in 1984 ABM moved to 1967 South 300 West. In the course 
of its investigation in 1996, IID learned that after 1984, tax notices for the Triangular Parcel were 
sent to IID at that address. IID also learned that the Changs continued to pay the taxes on the 
Triangular Parcel on IID's behalf without IID's consent or knowledge until 1996. 
18. After IID learned about the mis-routed tax notices, IID requested the County 
Treasurer to correct the address for receipt of tax notices, and IID has received the tax notices 
and has paid the taxes on the Triangular Parcel for 1996 and 1997. 
Sandra Lin 
4 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this IL 
St 
\ M.IAMORIE Commission # 1163747 ^ 
Notary Public - California $ 
Los Angeles County 
My Comm. Expires Dec 26,2001 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
day of February, 1998. 
u^ 
my i^ tfii H|l W ' I T ' 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this \Z> day of February, 1998,1 caused a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing Affidavit of Sandra Lin to be mailed through United States mail, postage 
prepaid, to the following: 
Ronald G. Russell, Esq. 
KIMBALL, PARR, WADDOUPS, BROWN & GEE 
185 South State Street, Suit 1300 
Post Office Box 11019 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147-0019 
W \1500\1793\0023\bcpslin aff 
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EXHIBIT A 
AGREEMENT• 
THIS ACREEMENT is made and entered into chis O day of 
February, 1982, by and becween MING CHENG LIN and K3TUR MEI YEN 
LIN, (collectively referred to herein as "Lin") and PO CHENG 
CHANG and BEATRICE H. CHAHG (collectively referred to herein as 
"Chang"). 
Recitals 
A. The parties are each shareholders of, or otherwise hold 
a financial interest in, the following corporate entities* 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT k DEVELOPMENT Corporation ("IID"), 
INTERNATIONAL CONSOLIDATED ENTERPRISES ("ICE"), AMERICAN ESTATE 
MANAGEMENT("AEM"), and AMERICAN CITY DEVELOPMENT ("ACD").' 
B. The parties,IID, AEM or ACD are partners in the 
following partnership entities: ECHO CREEK RANCH, SOLDIER SUMMIT 
DEVELOPMENT, INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, WILSHIRE PLAZA 
DEVELOPMENT, LAS VEGAS ASSOCIATES, LOCAN PLAZA ASSOCIATES, 
HOMESTEAD ASSOCIATES, and LOG RAVEN ASSOCIATES, 
C. The parties. desire to end certain of their existing 
business relationships, and by this Agreement to express their 
mutual agreement as to the manner in which they shall conduct 
themselves with respect to the aforementioned corporate and 
partnership entities during the duration of the terms of this 
Agreement and to bind themselves as to how their various 
interests are to be divided and distributed or held. 
MOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and 
undertakings contained herein, it is agreed between the parties 
as follows: 
1. Acknowledgement of Recitals. The parties hereby 
stipulate and acknowledge that each and every fact or statement 
set forth in the Recitals of this Agreement is true. 
•fe— ^r-. -C u H L f H U a 1UX-1 • O T - 0 r d e r-6-. Thp Tpmnnrary ]?/»cf!i^u^u _ 
and Order both daced January 29, 1982 i,ssuejL3y~-~rtre Third 
Judicial District Courc in and£ojc—$-artz CalceCounty, State of 
Utah in Chang ec a lvJJJli-a---trt"-~aT7 C82-703 shall remain in effect 
until s a i d ^ dismissed pursuanc to the Cenns of this 
AgregjM^ rtr^ arid the hearing presently scheduled for February 8,' 
l"nxzr;—IrTTrlni "aLLiuu ahall be—oftn^ '^ml(•1^ n^'.r^ n1l^  <**m 
3. Communications With Employees or-Other Third Parties 
The parties and each of them agree not to communicace in any way 
with any employee ^e*—a-t*y—third—portyt with respecc Co Che 
Businesses, excepc to the e>:tent of communications made in the 
ordinary course of business, or except to make a statement 
substantially as follows: "A difference in business philosophies 
has arisen between us, and we are in the process of examining our 
business relationship to determine the extent to which, if any, 
it will be maintained. Pursuant to negotiations, we may, as to 
some or all of our mutual enterprises, divide our assets and go 
each his separate way." In no event shall one party disparage, . 
"f1-^ o^cA^L*' 
w,. l / l *U«. r 
L:. . Ik , - ' . . • - . < - . 
*,, 
WUA, A^Lff H M j (X.5 O-Y-*- , *—N 
^ ^ s ^ + . ^ c & - / - o ^ c ^ s=c^M----;> 
-££ ^^^<>., u.wl
 ? V - ^ A , UJC-K c/.u^i *r-~- - f^ rv 
malign, ST in any way detract from the businessor professional 
repucacion of the other. * '. 
r* Chang's Obligation to Manage and Report/ For , the 
period commencing with the date of this Agreemenc and continuing 
untilL-Februar-y^^^—i-93-2- '(the "Closing Date") Chang shall manage 
the day-to-day. operations of the Businesses, ^ f s»^ ~ll u-cl-^w >r-
4
 5. Line or Credit. Lin shall execute such instruments or 
agreements and take such actions as may be necessary or 
appropriate to maintain the line of credit with Commercial 
Security Bank which line of credit exists for the benefit of ICE; 
provided that Chang shall indemnify Lin against any liability or 
loss with respect to such line of credit.4 
. . / i « 
6. Intercorporate Transfer of Assets. Prior to the 
Closing Date, IID, Lin or ACT5 shall transfer, convey or assign 
(or cause to be transferred, conveyed or assigned) to AEM cha 
following properties: 
(a) Real property located at 3772 South 2300 East, 
Salt Lake City, Utah. 
(b) Real property known as the Twin Falls K-Mart 
corner lot, Twin Falls, Idaho. 
(c) Improved real property known as Highland Terrace 
Apartrnenc Comolex, Sale Lake Cicy, Utah. C-.w. »V} #•»•«:, U \p*.^  
(d) All shares of the common stock at Prudential 
Federal Savings & Loan owned or held by IID. 
(e) An undivided twenty-five percent (25Z) interest in 
all cash, savings accounts, checking accounts, receivables-
and similar assets held or owned, either directly or 
indirectly by IID as of the Closing Date; provided such 
amount shall
 ?equal—a.c—leas G--$-20-> 000-. • * / r . 
(f) The Cadillac and the Impala Chevrolet station 
wagon currently owned by IID and driven by Chang. ^ ^ <>;«. i- -fc /• -y 
Cg) All orfice furniture, fixtures^- and" equipment*^ (J.l-Jl/* 
located at 1360 Beneficial Life Tower and the interest of \ 11.11.' 
IID as texiant under the. lease for such premises. 4o*.cr/u<^ - ^ J t K^ 
, v ^ M ^ 
•(h) Fee interest in and to certain real property known^T'r' 
ew Crest Lot II located in Salt Lake City, Utah, ' ^  as Vi  
(i) All " of that certain real property located in 
Draper, Utah 'owned by IID, it being understood that such 
real property is currently encumbered by a deed of trust 
securing the line of credit to Commercial Security Bank 
referred to in Section 5 above. 
(j) All shares of stock in ICE owned by IID, 
(AOZ)-of -thtf- CiLdJj^uxirs==?=e^riLluu'""i:n 
•ftumosceaa A s s o c i a t e s . X*v r >Lol-U 
1 . — T — t. • ,
 A r^^v- i^.^; . 
(1) An interest as a gerie-i^ JL partner in Soldier's 
Summit Development Company equal to a -€-£HFI percent {i=$Z) 
~\l -fW e^-kwi- '•«"S^lJi<:| bald + v ^ c r i ^ u a i \*z. 
S^c^^^-v<*"^ ~^° ''^', ^ ' '^ , "** * ~^C T X . / C^v\ > f -j^ u t ^ c cS 
1 4^ -fw^ pA.^n"e-i ' T > 
l/ 
interest in the ^  cap!ta 1, profics and losses and 
distributions in such partnership. ^ s v c ^ ^ syec"fc«J/y *•*<£ 
All of the foregoing transfers, conveyances/or assignments shall 
be by special warranty deedjjf.n the case of [personal property^ czzx 
an equivalent bill of sale or assignment.^ Personal property 
shall be transferred or assigned subject to no liens or 
encumbrances* Seal property shall be transferred subject only to 
encumbrances of record in favor parties not constituting Lin 
Affiliates (as that term is#defined in Section 8)f. TJn J J T J _^ 
7. Interest in Echo Creek Ranch. Prior to the 'closing A EM 
shall transfer and assign to ITD a portion of its interest in 
Echo Creek Ranch, a Utah limited partnership,, equal Co thirty 
percent (30Z) of AEM's total interest therein(i. e. ,' a ten' percent 
(10Z) interest in Echo Creek Ranch); provided all of the interest 
so transferred shall be an interest as a limited partner in Echo 
Creek Ra/fchT1^! 
fcellation of Debt. As of the Closing Date, all sums 
owing 'by t'ICE, AEM, or Po and Beatrice Chang to IID or a "Lin-
Affiliate"
 ; shall be cancelled and forgiven. For purposes of this 
Agreement (:he following, and each of them shall constitute "Lin 
Affiliates'^ ;;;iy <• (i;r C \. f T W U v - ^ l G. > A c & f^ i W ^ U -
(a) Ming Cheng Lin, Hsiun Mei Yen Lin, Tsu-Yen Lin, 
Wan-Cien Lin, Tsu-Yu Lin, C-Hv=Linl T.Y. Lin, Lily Ngan; 
(b) Any brother or sister of the persons referred to 
in (a) above; 
(b); 
(c) Any spouse of the persons referred to in (a) or 
(d) Any ancestor or descendent of any of the persons 
referred to in (a), (b) or (c); 
(e) Any trust for the benefit of, any corporation the 
shares of which are owned by, or any partnership (whether 
general or limited) or similar unincorporated entity any 
interest in which is owned by: any person described in 
(a)-(d) above or any entity described in this subsection. 
Lin warrants that no obligation owing to IID or a Lin Affiliate 
had been transferred assigned.pledged or otherwise alienated. , 
9. j Homestead. The parties shall continue"to own their 
/
 current interest In Homestead^Associates provided" that*Po Chang • -» 
shall—continue—to manage^'the1 day to day operations of such 
partnership and Lin hereby consents to such day to day operation 
by Chang'. -F-ric-r t-o Clogjng a man.ifipment agroamont evidencing the 
foregoing—aha 11—be, entered—imte—ky—Horaoatcfld—Anjociatai—atv4-
GK^nq^ f In the event future capital is required to operate 
Hornespead Associates, the parties shall provide the same in 
proportion with their respective ownership. 
* t — ^ \
 r-. \ tu -\« - .,j.v— - A—-.;- } -, U ; J -I. V , L u.'-lt :,cio, 
10. Soldier's Summit. Prior to the Closing Lin shall a 
an irrevocable and nonterminable agreement to be entered into, 
between Soldier's Summit Development Company and Chang the term 
of which shall be thirty (30) years pursuant to which Chang shall 
be paid a consulting fee equal to two percent (2Z) of the gross 
VI 
i *-v/-f—^ sj|r>r, 0^<A ^JUU*\ »—a-1 » v».i'» t*^ ,pr-«-<p_> T~w s^**—*-- \ n-7-« 
-J-
"1 
'p- <• ^ y< ^} iy 
sales price of the real property owned by said Partnership which • 
shall be secured by the real property. l 
11. Closing. The consummation of the transactions 
contemplate!! by this Agreement is referred to herein as the 
"Closing." The Closing shall occur on March 1, 1932 (the 
"Closing Date"), .Prior to the Closing the matters set forth in 
Sections 6-10 above shall have been accomplished; provided that 
the completion of such items is specifically enforceable and is 
not a condition to Closing. At the Closing the shares of AEH 
held by IID shall be distributed to Chang in full redemption of 
all shares of IID owned by Chang, At the Closing Chang shall 
assign to >c^ =9 all of his interest as a partner in Log Haven 
Associates and Lin shall assign to Chang all of h'is interest as a 
partner in International Property Management. -SV^ k *-** »5ui-<^ s^H « 
12. Operating Deficits. Lin shall pay to IID, AEM, ACD,' 
*£2\ -Pa^S5^\g .'CS^Sg^gSa, and LOG HAVEN ASSOCIATES as of the 
date of this Agreement nnd shall continue to pay to such entities 
through the Closing all* amounts necessary to discharge 
obligations of such entities now due or falling due during such 
period and to meet all operating costs and expenses not 
discharged out of current operating revenue; provided the parties 
shall each pay their pro rata share of the obligations and 
expenses of Homestead Associates from and after January 1, 1982, 
13- Intent. The parties Intend that the distribution of 
shares in ICE and AEM to Chang in total redemption of his shares 
in IID shall constitute a tax free corporate division within the 
provisions of Section 355 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, . 
as amended. The transactions contemplated by this Agreement 
shall to the fullest extent possible be consummated and 
documented in a manner that qualifies for such treatment. 
14. Remedies for Violations Hereof. Each of the parties 
shall have~ in the event of a violation of any term or covenant 
of this Agreement by any other party, all remedies available in 
law or in equity,' including but not limited to specific 
performance of this Agreement, in which the parties and subject 
matter are unique. 
15. Mutual Releases. As of the Closing Date Lin and the 
Lin Affiliates (and the entities to be owned or partially owned 
by Lin or Lin Affiliates after the closing) on the one hand and 
Chang (and the entities to be owned or partially owned by Chang) 
on the other hand do release and forever discharge'each of the 
others of, from and against any and all claims, demands, causes 
of action, obligations, damages and liabilities of any nature 
whatsoever^ whether or not now known, suspected,j or claimed, 
which they and each of them ever had, now has, or may hereafter 
have, or claim to have against the others, or any of them, based 
upon facts in existence as of the closing date arising out of, or 
in any manner connected with the Businesses described in the 
Recitals, or any transaction in which they have engaged (the 
"Released Matters"), provided, however, that the foregoing 
release shall not apply to obligations specifically set forth in 
this Agreement or in the partnership agreements of Homestead 
Associates, Soldier Summit Development Company, Echo Creek Ranch 
and/or Logan Plaza Associates, 
16. Assumption of Liability by Lin. Lin assumes and agrees 
to hold Chang harmless from each and~ every liability and 
- • - v v ^ - ^ ^ v ^'~ ~^ * ""i/; . •" -- , 7 « 
c\< J 
r 
IMUO UV / . -*<- ,<4 ' W , i ; | - «L^- UYxt 
",7*P^r^X Mv. x^v* c-u*.-*-^ / u.v>> w:teo^ sle-t, 
obligation of IID and ACu in existence at or arising afcer the 
Closing Date; provided chat this provision shall not be construed 
as creating any right in or obligation to a third party. 
17. Assumption of Liability by Chang. Chang assumes and 
agrees to hold "Lin harmless from each and every liability and 
obligation of ICE and AEM in existence at or arising after the 
Closing Date provided that this provision shall not be construed 
as creating any right in or obligation to a third party. 
18. Indemnification by Lin. Lin hereby covenants, promises 
and agrees to indemnity, defend and hold Chang and its affiliates 
harmless from and against any and all claims, demands, suits, 
causes of action, proceedings, judgment, losses, and liabilities, 
including reasonable counsel fees incurred in litigation or 
otherwise assessed, incurred or sustained by or against Chang 
with respect to or arising out of any of the Released Matters/ I 
any liability, loss or expense of IID or ACD arising after the \ 
Closing Date and any liability described in Section 16. l A s ^ ^U/ck. 
C ^  *• -^ *: W-*'^4 
19. Indemnification by Chang. Chang hereby covenants, l^A% v-c|<.:.^< 
promises and^a^yrf^e^ to indemnify, defend and hold Lin and each 
Lin AffiliateA from and against any and all claims, demands, 
suits, causes of action, proceedings, judgments, and liabilities, 
including reasonable counsel fees incurred in litigation or 
otherwise assessed, incurred or sustained by or against Lin_with 
respect to or arising ouc of any of the Released Matters*' any ^ 
liability loss or expense of AEM arising after the Closing Date' ) 
and any liability described in Section 17, "1 -• - <-•( ,-x.s. K ^^cX. L«*-% 
20. Survival of Indemnification. The foregoing 
indemnifications, covenants and promises shall survive the 
execution of this Agreement and the Closing Date. 
21. Applicable Law. This Agreement has been made and 
executed in the State of Utah and shall be construed in 
accordance with and governed by the laws of the State of Utah 
except that its choice of laws rules shall not be applied. 
22. Binding Effect Upon Successors. This Agreement shall 
be binding upon and inure Co the benefit of the parties and their 
respective heirs, executors, administrators, successors, legal 
representatives and assigns. 
23. Integration. This Agreement constitutes the entire 
agreement among the parties pertaining to the subject matter 
hereof, and supersedes all prior agreements and understandings 
pertaining thereto. No covenant, representation or condition not 
expressed in this Agreement shall affect or be deemed to 
interpret, change or restrict the express provisions hereof. The 
failure of any party to inspect the documents referred to herein 
constitutes a waiver of any objection, contention or claim that 
may be based upon such an inspection. ^ 
l 
24- Lease. Lin and IID agree at the Closing to enter into 
a lease with ICE covering the space presently occupied by'ICE and 
Flower Gallery in the Broadway Building having the following 
fundamental terms: (1) the term of said lease shall be 18^years 
following the Closing, (2) rent shall be $1,000.00 per month 
payable in advance, (3) the lease shall be terminable by ICE upon 
60 days notice, but shall not be terminable by the landlord, (A) 
ICE shall be responsible for utilities and landlord shall be 
-5-
c "*t 
<..-^/^a-$ 
VoJ ^ 
r e s p o n s i b l e f o r a l l i n s u r a n c e , ^ t a x e s , ' a n d . o C h e r e x p e n s e s r e l a t i n g 
to such s p a c e . £ 5") Lc*—vdlav-4 fc-t*~i-ll -pv-<»^ -fu-k. f\V\5-j- 4 ^ - ^ C , u ? u^-ruj 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Chis AgreemenC has *been e x e c u t e d aa of r *>< 
the day and y e a r f i r s c above wriCCen. 
25" . T)a.Ig'» T ^ t J j ^ . . Skv-vj/c^s t v ^ ^ j ^ e -
vo-Q 
? 
'{o i c e . LiV t -{<>*" U\v^.ta 11- c ^ X 
6f* i£« 
°<r^c&l " ^ P" -^^ «-w /^- cW-f-
4o H s i ^ i ^ ^ ' / r > ^ a ^ . 
-J 
C.UrL I b ^ ; - v r ^ c^lt^ TW«\ T H ^ ^ ^ cW. 
1^, do tu-i?KtVS t*;+u ICE- J* I 
RI1TC~CKMG' Lift C/<:~-LJ (DI7TS 
?/{?<, 1^ « 4 . ^ 
TT51UN HE I VEN LJ-N ^ D a t e ) 
/ 2 
TSU-YEM LIN 
WAN-CIEN LIN 
TSU-YU LIN , / . 
tLfy<>~f2^- */' «^a By ^ V ^ ; ^ / S ^ / ^ > 
'Trustee 
IinilNMElYtN IIN, Agent and 
Trustee 
V/ / / L 
</2L 
TOate) 
MAX S. CHANG 
MELISSA S.^CHA^IG 
By 
. JU °V y/// 
PO (tHENG CHflNG, Age^ic and 
T r u s t e e / ) U .. ,/7r^ Y/^ 
-2. 
ruscee/1 w 
^ . 
IL^JL BEATRICE H, CHANG, Agent a 
Trustee 
4 ^ 
jn»ii<T - l * 
THIS xcxxtMorr la »-d« • • of / s_ /_ day of 'l^*« ^ 
n i l , bT *xvd ^ t ^ . n w u i a suj-MiT oivtLormrr COKTAJTY T ' r S ^ r ) 
•Lrtd rO CHEXC QUJ<C ("CKa/v* " ) . , . . . 
X. fjwrwir own* certa in r»*l property ]oc*t«-d In tfam 
lc«t< • * Uc*h M i t ful ly d«*crtb-*d •o L-xhibic "A" ox*i r«forr»d to 
tMr«ia «ji ck« "rrop^rty'". 
1 . Ovi-rvt f o i i i t u i «Ky«rlo*ic« and conCrtCO In tb»a 
d^»lop««nC , u l « , loas ln* or aCh*r di apo« 11 io-n of pro7>«rcl«« 
a tn i lar Co th* fro-p^rcy *rvd h-** y~mctor*+<i c«rx»tn • ••nricoa to d«t«. 
Owtwi r d««lr«» Co hir* Qvtni t° pcwld« c t r t t l n A ^ U I M A I roniulctof 
H r r l c t i with r«*p-«ct to th« Prop-«rcy. ax»d Quuvt la w l l l i o * Co 
^ r / a r n such t « r v i c » i . 
•OS/ THTJLXFOXr, ch* partt«« t i r t - as follow*; 
1* Hiring. Own«r fa^r-iby blroa CTIJUVC to f « r f o m th* 
OMuultiac i«r>lc« i 4« icnb«d »« 1 c^w «^d Ch-cnt h-»reW7 a*t,-r»«« Co 
p«rf«rH au-ch * « n l c t « , a l l on tb>* t«r»« a_od cOTMII11 WOJI o»acAIB-*-** 
2 . Coaaulctng t » r v l c t i . Ch-t-rva, h*r«by i | n « i Co c*<u«ilt 
v l tk OWTMT f r w t u « to t l»* our In* t l^ toro hcmof, JLA »n4 wK4n 
r>yit»t<wi by Owrx r . %rit» r«op-«ct to t b*« l*yr*t • • •a t , oWr«lo»on»c
 t 
1««J1O< *Ad aalo or *th-»r 41ap-oalci»a of tSa fra^arty. tWcfc 
Mnrtc«i k 4 n Vaam o—cf•m<d In tb* p-*ac arvd «KA11 k* f«rfor»»a 
aWria* ck* l f t 2 calo»4*r yoar ai>d in »ccoH**c« trick Ch* laac 
l i>t i>Tt of l * c t l o « J. AltKovijJ* CbuLn* a^rtti to u«o k i l k-oot afforta 
tro pmclTw kl* *+ltgiClonj> ba r »v»od-« r , Own*r rocaizviMa tk*C Ox*** 
WA «*3Mr akaCLaf «-rW «-all*.atl»«La La owwatctl— aritk tC»«r 
o*rclrltta«. JLccar*tt*HLly. ft*»T t 4 i t t i or a l l t l o t i to glva Cfcjuaa. 
T i i n « i H » trrlttooi optica of l ta la tant ioa Co ro<t«lr* c>oi u 11 Lag 
»orr ic«i k*c • U O O T . W*MA m y m t x l Ky CSmtr. mil r*f»»rt» a»W a^hrlaai 
Jbnaai Chaaa; to OMMr k<nwoitir a-fca.ll Wo La writ La*. thoAor «MO i l r a o i * 
r t u r i i »JUL11 t k l i H n i i o i a t k« i*Mtn>W to r*t«lr« Q *^»a; Co o\o aoqr 
BMTC Cfc* i * i f « o u a c » of oovicfc «NM«L^ r»oulri fTioo^ Co »orca_La or bw»L4 a 
Ut4fc ro-oJ M t a t i fcrotarr'a l l e a s * * or oary a*cfc«r llca*»a« laawaa Wy tS« 
k o u of (9C«> *r o«y «*«lltical M M l v L i i M tk«ro«f. l a tWi iT»or 
t^«t r«r»^«MC Co rWo law of Otak Cko^c W M 1 4 «c^rrvl»o Woj r^foxlr«4 t o 
#*C4JL» <-•% m llooouim la *«-4«r Co p-«rfo-r« M ; af ta t oAltajoClaooa «xf 
C l l i | W r t o ^ . f , Cor. f»owti*« lnXooW C-k-*t Clio**, a**ll kwia »o 
•4U«Ptrlom to »*rfc»r. oo>ck o^lL^tLo*^ . aoW r+ch . 4 lt»Mt lo-h« t k d l 
»oj • ! • • • < a-rro ! - » • ] • frooi tk_Li Agr»io iot vtcW«c mm ro^k»rcl«4i 
w t i c i w t t ta to* 1 M »*y-o^Lo t» O »»g, 
t > » » ^ i > J l . 1»€I . rWa t a n losr*** +*1\ a-K 
b-« 9Xfnd*4 w i t h o u t tha w r t t t a n » i r « » ^ n t , oKacutod a f t a r t h * alata 
b * r » o f , of O^rvtr ar>d Chin<, Th«» • x p t r * t i o - o of cb« t « r » of t k i a 
X4,r»ai»-«nr i h a l l not a f f e c t Ch-an* * a r i a h t t o c o ^ x ns a c i •© r « r i u « t Co 
a u c t i o n i bo low. Chan* t h a l l b-« a v a l l a b l a a f t a r t h * tarai o f t h l i 
i^r^MMnt on a raaiotvabla b a a l a t o c o n s u l t w i t h ^ o o r ; pronriaWd h i t 
f a l l u r a Co to r o n i u l t by r u i o n of d « a t h or a U a a b i l i t y a k a l l n-»C 
co<u»tlCut« a d« /«n*» to th-« p a y ^ n c ° * th-t c o f tTUACUa p o y a b l a 
pvir»u*-nt to t a c t i o n 3 . 
4 . Irwd»p«r>d«nt C o n t r a c t o r . Chan* *r*d Own-* r &xrt« t h a t 
n o t h i n g in c h i i A i r « r ^ n : aT\^ T^ »<• <i««*nr<1 t o c r ^ « t » an « I « 5 C 7 
r » l * c l o n a h l p b«tw««n th«« *iul tha t tl»« r - J at 1 on-»hip of CfcuLn* t o 
OWTN* r h«r«und«r 1» a o l « l 7 ** irw±«p«nd*nt c o n t r a c t o r . 
i . F««. Osm«r a h a l l p«7 Chant w i t h o u t aj>y a a t o f f or 
d e d u c t i o n w h a t i o < v i r for *ny l i a b i l i t y . d « t « n s « , c o a t . arp-»na« or 
o b l i g a t i o n a f«« «<^u»l t o two p « r c « n t ( 2 1 ) of a l l procooda Croa axiy 
i « U , ! • « » « or o t h « r d u p o i t t i o n of a l l or any part of tho P r a p * r t 7 
f r » « th* (data h-»r»of u n t i l &«{ ,»«btr 3 1 , 2012 (wh«th«r o r rw»t auch 
d u p - c a l t l o n I t »-*-d« w i t h t h * A^r l i c a x i c * of Chaxn ) or a f t o r ^ r c « « b « r 
3 1 . 2 0 1 2 . i f such d l i p o i i c i o n la a c r u a l l 7 auM« t o o c c u r p r i o r to auch 
data but th* proc««ut of auch d u p n i t U o n *r« c o l i a c t o d t h « r « a f t « r . 
In * i d i c l » n Owrwr a h a l l r« lwbur*« Chan* f o r a l l o*jt * of • pock-o t c o i c i 
l o c u r r i d by h l a in c o n n e c t i o n w i t h h i * p«rfor*-anca undar c h l i 
4 . Hlaca1lar*» out . 
( • ) Th i t A * r « « M n t co-nat i i ' r t *a t h * o m t i r o 
a^ra iw int b-atwa«o cho p a r t i a l w i t h r « i p « c t Co th* a u b j a c t 
avactar fcwaraof, incorp-arat «a a l l p r i o r ax*d c o o t a*>p o r a i w o u i o r a l 
M*td w r i t t a n unda r§ t a-ndirujt , a-nd »-*y bo *»*naVd a a l o l y t y an 
LauitrvtoMat in w r i t i n g a a a c u t a d by b o t h p a r x i o a . 
(b) Thia U r t « ^ n t a h a l l bo go-vorn^d by aaad 
oamatrxaod in accordajaco w i t h th-» low-a of th-a i t a c o of LIT a h . 
( c ) l a t o * owont aary f c r t i r a of Chla JLtr^*—»nt la 
ianral ld or w v i n f o r c a a t t l t , tba rowalnLna; »*ortlo«i b«ro-of a h a l l 
r m l i i a f u l l f o r c o axw<. a f f o c t and a h a l l b-a w v a f f a c t o d by aucfe 
LorraJ.laU.ty or u o * * e o r e - A b i l i t y . 
(at) Xmj a H t c a a»r a t b a r ttmmmxlcatlap r a o a l r W a r 
»*»rad?t*at t o bo a;i<r** b - r r o ~ U r nhdkll b-a L* w r l t t a * a—4 
•WUimrW La par»«« avr by *V»«*»a i t La* t h - aaao La t b a UoUteal 
•*«*aw t M i l , p * « t a « * propala*. »«Wx**a»at aa f o l i o s ; 
I f Ca 0«aatrf 
M U X a T ftaoaaUC »anra 1 > • • a, at C i a f i a / 
I f t o C h i n * : 
Mr. To Ov«rvt C h * n « 
1 H 0 * * n « f i c l * l L i f t T o w e r 
l -» lC L*V« C U y • U t a h I d I 11 
o r Co t u c h o c h # r • d - d r » » « * t • i t h « r o « r t y »/»y r v * r * * f t « r 
d « t l | n « c « by r v o t l c * S u r r e n d e r . 
( • ) Th» p a r t i c * h t r t t o « i r t r t h a t t h i i A i n « » « n c 
«j%d t K* p « r f o r * « n c » by c h r p « r t » r * o l c h « i r o b l i g a t i o n * 
h - « r » u n d « r * h * l l b« *rvd r w * i n c o f i / i d « n u * l b < i w * « n f h« p 4 r t L « i 
K ^ r < t o a n d t h a t n f l t h « r p a r t y w . . l . w i t h o u t t h « p r i o r w r i t t e n 
e m s t n e o f t h « o t h e r , r e v e a l t o any t h i r d p a r t y t h«r « x n c t n c « 
o f C h i t A j L f t « « « n c o r th<- p » r f o r « a n c t o f t l « o b l l | t t t o r n o f th-« 
p i r t I f i h f r f u n d ' - , t x c t p : * i »*•• b« r r q u i r « d by l a w , 
IX WITXCSS W H I l t O F , t h » 7 . r u f i h e r # l o h « v f « i « c u t « d c h i « 
C o n » u l c t r L £ X t r * » « * n t • » o f t h « U ) <md y«»ar f i n e * b o v « w r i c i i a . 
" O V N t l " 
LiOLDitx s u m r ? DCVLLjrrfrjrT corcr>xr 
" O U J I C " 
FO~"CH LMCQ^AJLOT' dU 6 
i 
t 
- J -
6719 
SUPPLEMENTAL AGREEMENT 
Reference is made to that certain Agreem^a^ dated 
February 8, 1982, by and between the undersigned (the "Agreetaaac"). 
Notwithstanding any provision in said Agreement, ?o Che^g Chang and 
Beatrice H. Chang shall not be released from and against any act 
constituting £raud, committed by them in their capacity as Partners 
officers or di r e ctars, as che case may be, of the entities described 
in Recitals A and B of the Agreement: (1) which damaged any of said 
entities, Lin
 o r those persons constituting Lin Affiliates (as 
defined in th<* Agreement); and (2) which benefitted CKang, those 
persons constituting Chang Affiliates under the Agreement, 
International Consolidated Enterprises or American Estate 
Management Co r p o r a t :i o r i 4 The foregoing notwithstanding p Q Cheng 
Chang and Beatrice H. Chans shall be released *rojn any anc^ sjl 
liability for fraud if and to the extent an action thereon is not 
'cominenced.priQr to May 31, 1982. 
DATfcD this \xy day of M ^ <L , 198J>. 
^<L±h./L 
MING CHENG IljtN S££ T 
^ 
HSIUN HEI YEN LIN ^ ~ ' 
TSU-YEN LIN 
WAN-CIEN LIN 
TSU-YU LIN 
By ^?^»-7 
MING CH 
Trustee 
EN£ LIN, i^4nt j ai\d 
yfa^^J-r 2xi£~<.% V^-^ ZZZ—L 
HSIUN MEI YEN LIN^f Agent and 
Trustee 
D -i7 rl 
PO CHENG "CR$NG r^T" / 
x^;. LL. 
BEATRICE H. CHANG 
MAX S. CHANG 
MELISSA S. CHANG 
By /1_£., cf. ?0 CHENG rRASfG, A | » \ t and 
T r i i s c e e (7 (/ 
/3 ...: ^. 
BEATRICE H v CHANG, Agent: and 
Trustee 
CLOSING AGREEMENT 
1 The undersigned hereby accept the sum of $20,000.00 
m cash as full payment of all sums due under Section 6(e) of the 
Agreement, dated Feoruary ^_, 19 S—. 
2. In compromise of certain claims of ?o Cheng Chang and 
m consideration of cne execution of than certain Satisfaction of 
Debt, a copy of which is a.tcached hereto as Exhibit "A", Ming Cheng 
L m hereby promises and agrees to pay to ?o Cheng Chang, without 
offset or deduction on or oefore June 4, 1982, the sum of $30,000.00 
in cash. 
3. American Estate Management Corporation shall/^ahd is 
-hereby assigned all secunry deposits, utility deposits and 
mortgage reserves with respect to the Highland Terrace and 2300 East 
properties. American Estate Management Corporation shall pay the 
mortgage payment to Prudential Federal Savings & Loan Association 
due March 1, 1932 and shall be entitled to all rents for March. 
MING CUE^C LH7 
HSIUN MEI YEN LIN (/ 
TSU-YEN LIN 
WAN-CIEN LIN 
TSU-YTJ LIN 
MING "CHEN'Q/LIN, Ag£nt and 
Trustee 
HSIUN MSI YEN LIN^Agent and 
Trustee 
CLOSING AGREEMENT 
1. The undersigned hereby accept the sum of $20,000.00 
in cash as full payment of all sums due under Section 6(e) of the 
Agreement, dated February fr_, 19 ^ "L. 
2. In compromise of certain claims of Po ChAng Chang^and 
in consideration of the execution of that certain Satisfaction of 
Debt% a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A", Ming Cheng 
Lin hereby promises and agrees to pay to Po Cheng Chang, without 
offset or deduction on or before June 4, 1982, the sum of $30,000. 00 
in cash. " " 
3. American Estate Management Corporation shall^and is 
hereby assigned all security deposits, utility deposits and 
mortgage reserves with respect to the Highland Terrace and 2300 East 
properties. American Estate Management Corporation shall pay the 
mortgage payment to Prudential Federal Savings & Loan Association 
due March 1, 1982 and shall be entitled to all rents for March. 
MING CH p^fG 151 *T / ^^^ 
L/y^C<<<^i. ^tefr. ^ £ ^ . « 
HSIUN MEI YEN LIN c/ 
TSU-YEN LIN 
VAN-CIEN LIN 
TSU-YU LIN 
By <?*** 
-y <<£•*£ MING CHE^ TG LIN, Ag^ht and 
T r u s t e e 
HSIUN MSI YEN LIN;'Agent and 
Trustee 
Recorded i t Request of. 
at_ _ M. Fee Paul S, 
by. 
_Dep. Book_ Pafre. Ref.:_ 
Mail tax notice to_ 
3654728 SPECIAL WARRANTY DEED 
[CORPORATE FORM] 
International Investment and Development Corporation
 f a corporation 
organized and existing Hid*.- the i;ws of the State of Utah, wfth fts principal office at 
S a l t Lake C i t y , of County of S a l t Lake , SUte of Utah, 
grantor, hereby CONVEYS AND WARRANTS against all claiming by, through or under it to 
American Estate Management, a corporation organized and 
existing under the laws of the State of Utah, 
grantee 
xrf /or the sum of 
Ten & NO/100 ($10.00) & other good & valuable consideration 
th* following described tract of land in S a l t Lake 
SUte of Utah: 
DOLLARS 
County, 
BEGINNING a t a p o i n t 42 .86 rods North and 12 rods West 
from the S o u t h e a s t corner of S e c t i o n 17 , Township 1 South , 
Range X E a s t , S a l t Lake Base and Merid ian , and running t h e n c e 
North 174 .235 f e e t ; thence East 198 f e e t ; thence South 
174 .235 f e e t ; thence West 193 f e e t t o the p o i n t o f BEGINNING. 
TOGETHER WITH a r i g h t of way over and through a 2 rod a l l e y 
on the South of the above d e s c r i b e d p r o p e r t y . 
The officers who sign this deed hereby certify that this deed and the transfer represented 
thereby was duly authorized under a resolution duly adopted by the board of directors of the 
grantor at a lawful meeting duly held and attended by a quorum. 
In witness whereof, the grantor has caused its corporate name and seal to be hereunto affixed 
by its duly authorized officers this day of , A. D. 19 82 
AtteHt; 
-/jU&T* JZ&L 
Haiun Mei Yen 
[CORPORATE SEAL] 
jjferti i5c++.\ 
Secretary. 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT i* DEVELOPMENT CORP. 
B y : Hui Chung Henry Yen 
- ; - i 
STATE OF UTAH, 
County of S a l t Lake 
On the 5th day of March, 1982 , A. D. 
personally appeared before me Hsiun Mei Yen Linand Hui Chung Henry Yen 
who being by me duly aworn did aay, each for himself, that he, the said Hui Chung Henry Yen 
lathe president, and he, the said Hsiun Mei Yen Lin is the secretary 
of International Investitent & Development Oorporatiopand that the within and foregoing 
instrument waa signed in behalf of said corporation by authority of a resolution of its board of 
directoraMjdaaid Hui Chung Henry Yen andiisiun Mai Yen Lin 
each^Jjuiy^j^Wled^ to sat that said corporation executed the same and that the aeal affixed 
la'tfie^eea^otaaflt corporation. 
.•TA/. 
My' copfmi«ion txjpii 
£ ^ ^ 2 
P. 
Co Ox 
CO 
CD 
UP 
h ^ N p ^ I ^ U c . 
•*vvw» «• , le i f i A M M Pf, ee, - MIS ee. sate m * - u u IAMS tiff 
\oo 
ZQs* ^^±< &*.+•*• i&* 
* A l l t I. "VJH 
^ t L A ^ C O . - , 
Jiftoi . _ _ _ 
YUyne Harper 
V 
BO/5348
 ttr€ 99^ ^ 
SATISFACTION OF DEBT 
(All Amounts, Known or Unknown) 
THIS SATISFACTION OF DEBT is made and entered into this 
ft [ day of March, 1932, by and among all of the parties and 
entities in interest to that certain Agreement daced February 8, 
1982, by and between Lin and Chang. 
RECITALS 
The parties hereto have agreed that all sums owing by 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, AMERICAN CITY 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, MING CHENG LIN, HSIUN MEI YEN LIN or any 
other LIN AFFILIATE (as that term is defined in the ^ ^ 1 
— " JO \&L> 
above-referenced agreement), INTERNATIONAL CONSOLIDATED 
ENTERPRISES, AMERICAN ESTATE MANAGEMENT CORPORATION, PO CHENG 
. — est-
CHANG, AND BEATRICE H. CHANG 'shall be cancelled and forgiven **1 
.•outright to the extent that any such indebtedness, whether known <s^ -W 
h 
o r u n k n o w n , h a s n o t b e e n s p e c i f i c a l l y d i s p o s e d o f i n some o t h e r 
m a n n e r b y a n i n s t r u m e n t e x e c u t e d p u r s u a n t t o t h e C l o s i n g CA-~7 
c o n t e m p l a t e d b y o r d e l i v e r e d p u r s u a n t t o t h e a b o v e - r e f e r e n c e d 
A g r e e m e n t 
AGREEMENT 
In consideration of ten (10) and no/lOOths dollars and 
other good and valuable consideration, receipt- and sufficiency of 
which are hereby acknowledged, the parties hereby agree as 
follows: All sums owing referenced in the Recitals hereto are 
hereby cancelled and forgiven outright. 
m f r U K ^ b LlN ^ ^ D a t e J ^ ^ ^ 
US I UN Mil ^fclWILH^ (Dace) 
TSU-YEN LIN 
WAN-CIEN LIN 
TSU-YU LIN 
MING CHE/NG LIN, Agent and 
Trustee 
}lu^^ -^\ Hz.^. -^C^- }?> 
HStUN MEI YEN LIfl, Agent and 
Trustee 
?0 CHENG'-' C H A N S ^ (Date) 
lEA'PRlCi K. CHANG { (Date) 
MAX S. CHANG 
MELISSA S. CHANG 
By 
PO CHENG Cffi&gJ, A g e n ^ a n d 
E - A T R I C T H . -CHANG, Agent and 7 
Trustee 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
EXHIBIT J) 
SALT LAKE COUNTY RECORDS MANAGEMENT AND ARCHIVES 
2001 SOUTH STATE N4400 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAHN 84190-300 
SALT LAKE COUNTY 
Salt Lake County 
Community & Support 
Services Department 
To: Kirton & McConkie 
60 E. South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
From: Salt Lake County Archives 
2001 South State N4400 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84190-3000 
Re: Certification of Copy 
This is to certify that the document received at the Salt Lake County Archives 
is a true and accurate copy of the original. 
Susan Quinley 
Salt Lake County Archives 
2001 South State N4400 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84190-3000 
Brent Overson 
Salt Lake County 
Commissioner 
Julianne Peck 
Department Director 
David Marshall 
Associate Director 
SALT LAKE COUNTY 
GOVERNMENT CENTER 
2001 S State Street 
Suite N4100 
Salt Lake City 
Utah 84190-3000 
Tel V / ( 8 0 1 ) 468-3337 
T D D (801) 468-3491 
Fax (801) 468-3987 
Contracts & Procurement 
Facilities Management 
Fine Arts 
Hansen Planetarium 
Information Services 
Parks & Recreation 
Personnel 
Salt Lake Convention & 
Visitors Bureau 
Salt Palace 
Convention Center 
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1983 SERIAL NUMBER 09 2375 TAX LEDGER PAGE 32.HM3 
1977 05 2375 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT I 
3549 WARR ROAD 
5LC. UT 8HI09 
YEAR SERIAL NUMBER 
ID NUM3EP 
1977 09 2375 
00354368 
1978 09 2375 
00358355 
1979 09 2375 
00361186 
|980 09 2375 
00363545 
RECEIPT 
DATE 
056H6.002 
11/21/77 
01321.002 
12/02/78 
67198.001 
11/30/79 
06059.00H 
11/29/80 
l°81 09 2375 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT 
3549 E WARR RD 
5LC, UT 
1981 09 2375 
00365661 
07303.008 
11/30/81 
UALUE 
SPECIAL 
TAX 
0 
0 
0 
0 
8HI09 
0 
BEG H2.86 ROS N FR SE COR SEC 17. T 15. R IE. S L M: N 
152,46 FT: E 19.8 FT: SE'LY TO A PT DUE E OF BEG; U 94 FT TO 
BEG. 0.19 AC 
ASSESSED UALUE SUBJ TO GENERAL TAX HILL 
REAL IMPROVE- PERSONAL 
'ESTATE MENTS PROPERTY 
§ 8 8 0 
1982 09 2375 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT I 
1360 BENEFICIAL LIFE 
5LC. UT 8HIII 
1982 09 2375 
00372382 
09645.002 
11/30/82 
1983 09 2375 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT I 
36 S STATE ST »1360 
SLC, VI 8411 I 
1983 09 2375 
0 0 3 8 ( 2 6 8 
00000,000 
00 /00 /00 
~»920 
~k920 
• 920 
0 
125 
125 
125 
0 
0 
0 
SAME LEGAL AS ABOUE 
125 
• 890 0 
SAME LEG^L AS ABOVE 
[•890 0 
SAHE LEGAL AS ABOVE 
&.530 
165 
TOTAL 
880 
2.0HS 
2.0H5 
2.045 
LEVY 
10I.H8 
6^.96 
67,23 
68.91 
2.015 
79.01 
2.015 
80.13 
2*695 
8H.53 
TAXES 
CHARGED 
89.30 
132.84 
137.49 
140.92 
TAX 
CREDITS 
89.30 
132.8H 
137.H9 
140.92 
TAX 
BALANCE 
.00 
.00 
.00 
.00 
159.21 
161.46 
227.81 
159.21 
161.46 
.CO 
.00 
.00 
S27.81 * TAX SALE t 
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1987 PARCEL NUMBER 16-16-352-006-0000 
1986 16-16-352-006-0000 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & 
1967 S 300 H >*->-._,. ,a 
SLC. UT - , «+ .,# *,84115-1806 ^? 
1986 l6-16-352:0g6r0000 \ EXEHPT/LJEUi^, TAX 
, -< ,T ft X L E D G E R 
^BEG H2.86 RD5 N FR 5E COR SEC 17, T IS, R (E, 5 L M: N 
U52.H6 FT; E 19.8 FT; SE'LY TO A PT DUE E OF BEG; H 94 FT TO 
[BEG.lO.l9.flC £ X I '* & h * 
PAGE 75,204 
ID NUMBER: 00821462,, PR IULGE TAX: 0 , DEFER flPPROUiS»APPENDIXvYR: i ^ ; UETERAN: ,**& 5 . 
D I S T R I C T * ^ .. \|HTG HLDRI 0000"V^ ^ fiSS^J^GRENDELUYRi^ v BLINDi *• ^B\ 0 . 
* - "*£ ^ $ 5 ? P § M ^ * h ^ $ * h INDIGENT!^  £*, , 0. 
+ REAL ESTATE: 
+ BUILDINGS: 
• HOTOR UEHICLEi 
= FULL MARKET UAL: 
- STATUTE REDUCT: 
= 5TATUTE UALUE: 
- RESIDENT EXEMPT: 
= TAXABLE UALUE: 
- UETERAN EXEMPT: 
= RE5IDUAL UALUE: 
* TAX RATE: 
= COMPUTED TAXES-
22,425 I ? KJMPUTSD TflxESt; 
1,820 1 i GARBAGE FEE: 
0 I + PER5 PROP PRIN: 
24,280 I 4- PERS PROP INT: 
4,856 I s TOTAL CHARGES: 
19*424 I 
0 I - TAX RELIEF: 
19,424 I - PREPAYMENTS: 
0 I s TOTAL TAXES DUEJ 
19,424 I 
.0184510 I - COLLECTIONS: 
358.39 I s BALANCE DUE: 
BANKRUPT <YRt f f *' J.flBaiEHEWS.-.-.. 
00 
, „.,.
 t „ w.oo 
3S8739, GARBAGE: , > 0.00 
BOARD: ' 0.00 
GAR BRD: 0.00 
TOTAL: 0.00 
PRgpfiY- 5.55 
PAYMNT: 358.39 
REC NO- 20550.000 
REC DATE: 
RUN NO-
0,00 
0.00 
0.00 
358.39 
0.00 
0.00 
358.39 
358.39 
0.00 
PAID PROTEST: 
12/01/86 
602 
1987 16-16-352-006-0000 
INTERNATIONAL INUE5TMENT & 
1967 S 300 H 
SLC. UT 84115-1806 
BEG 42.86 RD5 N FR 5E COR SEC 17, T IS, R IE, S L M; N 
152.46 FT; E 19.8 FT; SE'LY TO A PT DUE E OF BEG: M 94 FT TO 
BEG. 0.19 AC
 A 
1987 16-16-352-006-0000 
ID NUMBER: 00000000 
DISTRICT: 09 
B OF E: 
EXEMPT/LIEU: 
PRIULGE TAX: 0 
MTG HLDR: 0000 
AMEND NOTICE: 
TAX S A L E : ^ 
DEFER APPROU: 
< BANKRUPT YR: 
^ APPENDIX,YR: 
, GRENBELT YR: 
22,470 I s CSMPUTED TflxESi 322.55 
1,830 I + GARBAGE FEE: 0.00 
0 I • PERS PROP PRIN: 0.00 
24,300 I + PERS PROP iNTs 0.00 
4,860 I = TOTAL CHARGES: 362.50 
19,440 I 
0 I - TAX RELIEF: 0.00 
19,440 I - PREPAYMENTS: 0.00 
0 I = TOTAL TAXES DUEJ 362.50 
19,440 I - COLLECTIONS: •*> 362.50 4
 .0186470 I 2 BALANCE * DUE : V'T 0.00 
362.50 I REFUND AMOUNTi 0.00 
-> ENl) OF PARCEL- 16-16-352-006-0000 < END OF PARCEL 
xxxxttttxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxxxxtxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxtrxxxxxxxxxxttxxtxtxxxxxxxtxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxxxxxxxxx 
+ REAL ESTATE: 
• BUILDINGS: 
+ MOTOR UEHICLE-
= FULL MARKET UAL: 
- 5TATUTE REDUCT: 
' STATUTE UALUE: 
- RE5IDENT EXEMPT: 
' TAXABLE UALUE: 
- UETERAN EXEMPT: 
= RESIDUAL UALUE: 
* TAX RATE: 
s COMPUTED TAXES: 
vlilkm* 
BLIND: 
INDIGENT: -* 
CIRC BR: 
GARBAGE: 
BOARD: 
GAR BRD: 
TOTAL: 
5T55 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
.....COLLECIIOB 
PREPAY: 
PAYMNT: , 
REC NO-
TRAN NO: 
REC DATEi 
MACH/RUN 
PAID PROTESTi 
0.00 
362.50 
12053 
9599 
12/08/87 
03/01 
*o 
9 PARCEL NUMBER 16-16-352-006-0000 T A X L E D G E R PAG£ 75,5f? 
1988 16-16-352-006-0000 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & 
1967 5 300 W 
5LC, UT 84115" 1806 
BEG 42,86 RDS N FR 5E COR SEC I7# t IS, R IE/ 5 L H; H 
152.46 FT; E 19,8 FT; SE'LY-TO A PT.DUE E OF BEG; M 94 FT TO 
BEG,' 0*19, AC. :>::• .Jy >: -. .... -i^ ..,-V o/--
3 16-16-352-006-0000 
ID NUMBER: 00000000 
DISTRICT: 09 
B OF E: 
I. 
+ REAL ESTATE: 
• BUILDINGS: 
• HOTOR UEHICLE: 
: FULL MARKET UAL: 
- STATUTE REDUCT: 
= STATUTE UALUE: 
- RESIDENT EXEMPT: 
= TAXABLE UALUE: 
- UETERAN EXEMPT: 
= RESIDUAL UALUE: 
X TAX RATE: 
= COMPUTED TAXES: 
EXEMPT/LIEU: 
PR1ULGE TAX: 0 
; HTG HLDR: 0000 
AMEND NOTICE! 
.8,X (L8-L-C-U. 
TAX SALE: ^BANKRUPT 
DEFER APPROUi ^APPENDIX 
r#fi>GR£NBELT 
22,470 
1,830 
0 
24.300 
4,860 
19,440 
0 
19,440 
- 0 
•19,440 
.0187990 
; COMPUTED T A X ! 5 i , ^ 
^ GARBAGE FEE: \ ^ f t £ 
• PERS PROP P R I N : ^ - ^ 
+ <PERS PROP INT: >- ',: 
= TOTAL CHARGES!'ft 
YR: •£: lL™8B8IEdEBlS.*__. 
YRj m '• ugTERANH^v^;,:&. 0.50 
YRj ^<BLIND: - - f i K f i ^ O . O O 
•m>< INDIGENTinpM*:?MQ.00 
^ IteCIRC B R l f ^ * ^ # 0 . 0 0 
y 365.H$p: GARBAGE * § # S K ^ 0.00 
" -"'* BOARD: C ^ w ^ O . O O 
GAR B R D J ^ ^ K " : -0 .00 
O.OOf:; 
- TAX RELIEF: :^W H ^ 
;- PREPAYMENTS: •&,%&£,<:'•& 
= TOTAL TAXES DUE :£^V^:£V; 
C- COLLECTIONS: ^ | ^ ? ; a ^ : ; 
• - BALANCE D U E : W : 4 0 i ' * 5 $ -
365.45: I*: REFUND AMOUNT i ^ * ^ ? ' 
0.00 5'.' TOTAL: ; ^ : - ?;: :-:-0.00 
365.45 ? ' - . . . . . C O L L E C I I Q M S . . 
^ PREPAY: v-.--: 0.00 
0.00 •*• PAYMNT: - - - ' 365.45 
0.00'*,; REC NO: :y-; :*1 ',54947 
365.45£v TRAN NO:fc.^&-: > 1594 
3 6 5 . 4 5 1 - REC DATEJ-S& 12/07/88 
0.00 f MACH/RUN >or^k 60 ./. 60 
0 .00 f - PAID PROTEST::- -? 0 
1989 16-16-352-006-0000 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT S. 
1967 S 300 M 
SLC, UT 84115- 1806 
BEG 42.86 RDS N FR 5E COR SEC 17, T 
152.46 FT; E 19.8 FT; SE'LY TO A PT 
BEG. 0.19 AC 
IS, R IE, S L M; N 
DUE EOF BEG; W 94 FT TO 
> I6-I6-352-006-OOOQ 
ID NUMBER: 00000000 
DISTRICT: 09 
3 OF E: 
" "REAL"E5TATE7 ' 
• BUILDING5: 
= FULL MARKET UAL: 
- EXEMPT REDUCTION: 
- STATUTE REDUCT: 
: S^ATUTF. UALUE: 
- RESIDENT EXEMPT: 
; TAXABLE UALUE: 
- VEJERR>i EXEMPT; 
z RESIDUAL UALUE: 
* TAX RATE: 
= COMPUTED TAXES: 
TAX CLASS I: NE 
TAX CLA5S 2: 
TAX CLASS 3: OE 
AMEND NOTICE: 
.8-X (L8J.-CJLL 
22,470 I • 
TAX SALE: BANKRUPT YR 
MTG HLDR: 0000 APPENDIX YR 
PERCENTGE: 000 GRENBELT YR 
1,830 I 
24,300 
0 
4,860 
19*440 
•v. 0 
19,440 
; ;•;?••. 0 . 
19,440 
.0186540 
362.63 
I * 
I > 
I + 
I • 
l ; : 
I ~ 
llr: 
I = 
!•;-
.a-i.i.o.H-5 ~ 
GARBAGE FEE: -
PERS PROP P R I N : ; I ••: 
PERS PROP IHJir.m^i'."-••;• 
PERS: PROP PEN :*rfy ^ ' 
MTR UEH PR IN: **&Wy&: <f&$ 
HTR UEH INTr # i g S r - v^ ' 
TOTAL C H A R G E S t ^ m : ^ 
TAX RELIEFi^0^&&k&;: 
PREPAYMENTS £ ^ $ $ $ & ^ & 
TOTAL TAXES D U E i l l g ^ & & 
COLLECT 10N5 rffl$$^$&\ 
BALANCE CUE:" ;%A#V># < *?& 
REFUND AMOUNT t£'?j0&\ • v5••:« 
00 
00 ,£'. 
0 0 $ ; 
00 W 
- - 0 0 % 
0.00**; 
3 6 2 . 6 3 * 
. 0 . 00# : 
' O.OOm 
362.63B 
362.63% 
o.oo | : 
0.00 S 
- BELiEE-
VETERAN: 
BLIND: 
INDIGENT: 
CI R C BR: •;•-•:•• 
GA R B A G E : ;
 v • : 
BOARD: v y^J 
GAR BRD; &WM 
TOTAL: 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
_j.LCOLL£CIiOUS-L-_ 
PREPAY I: \^t^m------ 0.00 
PAYMNT t'Mm^:- 362.63 
REC NO:"^A0M^:) 38018 
.TRAN miW&M^-2843 
REG DATEi$S&* 12/04/89 
MACH/RUN ^ 9 ^ 6 0 ^ 6 0 
PAID PROTEST:" ^ 0 
MEMO: * NOT EXEMPT * 
****NOT EXEMPT****** 
-> END OF PARCEL: 16-16-352-006-0000 < END OF PARCEL 
**tx:u**********:«***********m**m**m*m**m****m 
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REFUND AMOUNT: 
0.00 PAID PROTEST: 
0.00 HE/10: r* 
T—»-> END OF PARCEL: 16-16-352-003-0000 < END OF PARCEL 
ftttxtttxxittxtxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxxxxxxxixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
lp9l 16-16-352-006-
INTERNATIONAL 
1967 S 300 H 
5LC, UT 
0000 
INVESTMENT 
84115-1806 
BEG if2.86 RD5 N FR SE COR SEC 17, T IS, 
152.46 FT; E 19.8 FT: SE'LV TO A PT DUE 
BEG. 0.19 AC 
R IE, S L N,'~N 
E OF BEG; H 94 FT TO 
It9» 16-16-352-006-0000 
ID NUMBER: 00000000 
DISTRICT: 09 
3 OF E: 09/12/90 
I. 
PEAL ESTATE: 
• SUlLDimSt 
- *ULL HfifcfcEf UAL: 
- EXEMPT REDUCTION: 
- STATUTE REDUCJ: 
• STATUTE UALUE: 
•• RESIDENT EXEMPT: 
'• TP//ftBLE Ud-UEt 
- VETERAN EXEMPT: 
-- RESIDUAL UALUE: 
* TAX RATE: 
s COMPUTED TAXES: 
TAX CLAS5 I 
TAX CLASS 2 
TAX CLASS 3 
AMEND NOTICE 
8_X CJLL.C 
22/470 
l,83fJ 
2:4,300 
0 
1,215 
23,085 
6,868 
16,217 
0 
16,217 
.0184520 
299.24. 
N£ TAX SALE: N BANKRUPT VR: 
MTG HLDR: 0000 APPENDIX VR: 
PE PERCENTGE: 000 GRENBELT YRJ 
I • 
I • 
I + 
I *• 
\ * 
I • 
I '. 
t -
I -
I s 
I -
I a 
I • 
L
-HM-hh GAfi. ... 
PER5 PROP MlHt 
PERS PROP INT: 
PERS PROP PEHi 
MTR UEH PRJN:, 
MTR VEH IHTt 
TOTAL'CHARGES* 
TAX RELfEFi . 
PREPAYMENTS: "\ 
T0TAL*TAXE5 DUE: 
COLLECTIONS: \ 
BALANCE DUE: t& 
REFUND AMOUNTr 
0. 
0, 
0. 
0. 
, 0. 
0, 
299. 
0 
0. 
299. 
299 
0. 
0. 
65 
00 
% 
00 
00 
24 
00 
00 
24 
24 
00 
00 
-. BELIEE. 
UfTERAN: 
BLIND: 
INDIGENT: 
CIRC BR: 
GARBAGE: 
BOARD: 
GAR BRD: 
TOTAL: 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
00 
0.00 
0,00 
^COLLECTIONS. 
PAYHHTJ 
REC NO: 
TRAN NO: 
REC DATE 
MACH/RUN 
PAID .PROTEST: 
MEMO: 
5755 
299.24 
32365 
0360 
* 12/06/91 
6 0 / 6 0 
N 
XXXXXX NOT EXEMPT XXttttx 
• r — > END OF PARCEL: 16-16-352-006-0000 < END OF PARCEL 
<ttxxixx*xxixxxxxxxxxxxxttxttxxxxxxixxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxt.xxxxxxxxx*xxxxxxxxxxttxxtxxxxxxxxxxxxxxttxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxtxxxxxxxtxtxxx 
?9I PARCEL NUMBER 16-16-352-008-0000 T A X L ' E D G E R PAGE 39,197 
1991 16-16-352-008-0000 
STANKEUITZ, ERUIN I 
1930 5 UIEW ST 
5LC, UT 
LOT 3, BLK 2, WESTMINSTER HEIGHTS PLAT B 4943-0589 6I30-J9I, 
192 
84105-3712 
91 16-16-352-008-0000 TAX CLASS I: N£ TAX SALE: N BANKRUPT VRi 
ID NUMBER: 00000000 TAX CLASS 2: HTG HLDR: 0000 APPENDIX YR: 
DISTRICT: 09 TAX CLASS 3: PE PERCENTGE: 000 GREN3ELT YR: 
S OF E: 08/29/88 AMEND NOTICE: 
„ = = T . . . = = = T „ — .I-S-X_„C-0_L,C_UJ._eT I Q-M 
REAL ESTATE: 
BUILDINGS: 
FULL MARKET UAL: 
EXEMPT REDUCTION: 
STAiUTE REDUfT. 
14,400 
56.000 
70.400 
0 
I • 
I • 
I • 
I • 
M$' HVt"" 
PERS PROP PR IN: 
PERS PROP INT! 
PERS PROP PEN: 
Off 
0.00 
0.00 
n nn 
KTHSIF*-
BLIND: 
INDIGENT: 
CIRC BR: 
GARBAGE: 
BOARD: 
GAR BRD: 
5T5S 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
smttfNOT EXEMPT xxxxxxx 
ARTHUR L. MONSON 
SALT LAKE COUNTY TREASURER 
1986 VALUATION 
AND TAX NOTICE 
NO. 
TAX DISTRICT 0 9 
PARCELNO. l 6 - l o - 3 5 2 - 0 O o - 0 0 0 J 
ROPERTY ASSESSED TO: iNTcri.rtATlu.MAL I N v SSTMcN T 
PROPERTY VALUATION 
1 6 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 3 2 1 t 6 ^ 
C /0 AMERICAN S T A l c H P N A G C . M C N * 
1967 S 300 W 
SLC, uT 
84-115-1806 
ROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION: i9<+^ b 1 3 u 0 5 
3 4 2 . 3 6 ROS N FR St CuR ScC 1 7 , T I S , K I t , S L Mi N 
2 . 4 6 F T ; £ 1 9 . 8 F T ; S c ' L Y TJ A PT UJc c Or b c G ; vt *<•- FT 
J . 0 . 1 9 AC 
PROPERTY ASSESSED 
REAL 
ESTATE 
BUILDINGS 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/ IND-SEC. RES. 
A G R I C U L T U R A L 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/ IND-SEC. RES. 
A G R I C U L T U R A L 
MOTOR VEHICLES 
TOTAL MARKET VALUE 
STATUTORY REDUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL EXEMPTION 
TOTAL TAXABLE VALUE 
VETERAN EXEMPTION 
RESIDUAL VALUE 
MARKET V A L U E 
2 2 , 4 o 0 
1 ,320 
? 4 . ? a o 
A - » S 5 o 
1 9 , ^ H > 
X .9. ._<* /<+ 
TO 
1986 PROPERTY TAXES 
D I S T R I B U T I O N OF G E N E R A L T A X E S 
TAXING DISTRICT 
S L CITY SCHOOL 
bL COUNTY GEN 
bL COUNTY BON 
SL ^GUNTY FLu 
SL COUNTY GOV 
SL COUNTY HEA 
bL L U U N T Y HAN 
CNkY PORTION 
S A L T LAKE CITY 
S A L T LAKE CITY 
S L CITY METRO 
i L L I T Y MUS* A 
CENTRAL UT WATc 
TAX AUMlNloTRAT 
UlSTRICT 
E R A L FUND 
0 INT u S INK 
OU LGNTRUL 
•T IMMUNITY 
LTrt OcPARTMT 
ofcN PLANtTAR 
* 7 8 . 9 5 
L I D R A R Y 
WATER D IST 
bATE DIST 
R CuN DIST 
ION L tVY 
TAX RATE 
• 0 0 7 9 3 6 0 
• O O ^ v l o O 
. 0 0 0 5 ^ 6 0 
. 0 0 0 3 1 2 0 
.OOOOifO 
• 0 0 0 ^ 5 1 0 
. 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 
. 0 0 * 3 7 0 0 
. 0 0 0 7 5 0 0 
. 0 0 0 3 7 9 0 
. 0 0 0 0 5 2 0 
. 0 0 0 * 0 0 0 
. 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 
PLEASE NOTE 
UNTY TREASURER ONLY COLLECTS TAXES, DOES 
SESS PROPERTY, FIX VALUATIONS, SET RATES OR 
EXEMPTIONS AND HAS NO AUTHORITY TO MAKE 
ESON THE TAX ROLL. 
LEASE SEE ENCLuSED 
ISTING FOR L9b7 6U0GcT 
EARINGS. 
UNQUENTAT12N00N, DECEMBER 1,1986 
TOTAL TAX RATE . 0 1 5 4 5 1 0 
1986 TAXES ON THIS PARCEL ARE 1 . 4 - 7 6 1 
GENERAL TAXES 
%0F MARKET VALUE 
ATTACHED PERSONAL PROPERTY 
SANITATION TAX 
TOTAL TAXES 
LESS 
CREOITS 
CIRCUIT BREAKER RELIEF 
BLIND RELIEF 
INDIGENT RELIEF 
BOARD RELIEF 
SANITATION RELIEF 
PREPAID TAXES 
atutes prohibit the County Treasurer from accepting payment of current years taxes between T O T A L C R E D I T S 
A M O U N T 
1 5 4 . 1 5 
5 o .t>*+ 
1 0 . 2 6 
o . O o 
. 3 j 
. 7 s 
b * . 6 S 
1 4 . 5 7 
7 . 3 o 
1 . 0 1 
7 . 7 7 
9 .7G 
3 5 b . 39 
3 5 8 . 3 9 
IV 
r - K o , « ^ . ^ » { , 1 e* a* t h a r a t a 
.DISTRICT 
RCELNO 
ARTHUR L MONSON 
9? w , . - , o n / nnnn SALT LAKE COUNTY TREASURER 1 6 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0
 2 0 0 1 S o u t h S t a t e . N 1 2 0 Q 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
PROPERTY ASSESSED TO: 84190-1250 PROPERTY VALUATION 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & 
1987VALUATIOh 
ANDTAXNOTIC 
1 6 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 102 
>u~ PROPERTY ASSESSED 
^ R E A U L 
TESTATE-
RESIDENTIAL ^ , 
ICOM/IND-SEC.JHES 
AGRICULTURAL^"" 
r *••«-» 
BUILDINGS 
C /0 AMERICAN STATE MANAGEMENT 
1967 S 300 W 
SLC, UT 
8 4 U 5 - 1 8 0 6 M^f* .* T ^ * 
~J*~U. . -d . . 
RESIDENTIAL v^^s -
COM/IND—SEC. RES 
AGRICULTURAL^' ' - -
MOTOR VEHICLE--
TOTAL MARKET VALUE 
STATUTORY REDUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL EXEMPTION 
TOTAL TAXABLE VALUE 
VETERAN EXEMPTION 
RESIDUAL VALUE 
~ > - MARKET VALUE 
j ^ M f ^ 2 2 , 4 7 Q 
-* " i ^ U ^ r . , . frW . «- v. 
' M - ; 
24.3QQ 
4 . 8 6 0 
19 . 440 
1 9 , 4 4 0 
1945 S 1300 E 
BEG 4 2 . 8 6 RDS N FR SE COR SEC 1 7 , T I S , R 
1132.46 F T ; E 1 9 . 8 F T ; SE'LY TO A PT DUE E 
BEG. 0 . 1 9 AC 
I E , S L M; N 
OF BEG; W 94 FT TO 
1987 PROPERTY TAXES DELINQUENT AT 12 NOON, NOVEMBER 30,1987 
PLEASE NOTE 
THE COUNTY TREASURER ONLY COLLECTS TAXES, 
DOES NOT ASSESS PROPERTY FIX VALUATIONS SET 
RATES OR GRANT EXEMPTIONS AND HAS NO AUTHORI 
TY TO MAKE CHANGES ON THE TAX ROLL 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE OUR OFFICE 
WILL BE OPEN FROM 
7 00 A M TO 6 00 PM DAILY 
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 
DISTRIBUTION OF G E N E R A L T A X E S 
TAXING DISTRICT 
S L CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
SL COUNTY GENERAL FUND 
SL COUNTY BOND INT & SINK 
SL COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL 
SL COUNTY GOV'T IMMUNITY 
SL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMT 
SL COUNTY HANSEN PLANETAR 
CNTY PORTION $79.59 
SALT LAKE CITY 
SALT LAKE CITY LIBRARY 
S L CITY METRO WATER DIST 
S L CITY MOSQ ABATE DIST | CENTRAL UT WATER CON DIST 
i SiAtc rROr iAX A U H I N utVY 
[ TOTAL TAX RATE 
TAX RATE 
.0080240 
.0029210 
.0005040 
.0003440 
.0000330 
.0002520 
.0000400 
.0043700 
.0007900 
.0003860 
.0000460 
.0004000 
. UUUbS/0 
.0186470 
AMOUNT 
155.99 
56.78 
9.80 
6.69 
.64 
4.90 
.78 
84.95 
15.36 
7.50 
.89 
7.78 
J.U .44 
1987 TAXES ON THIS PARCEL ARE 1 . 4 9 1 8 
ATTACHED PERSONAL PROPERTY 
GENERAL TAXES 
% OF MARKET VALUE 
SANITATION TAX 
TOTAL TAXES 
If your total annual household in 
come is less than $10 000 and you 
are over 65 or disabled you may 
qualify for property tax relief For 
information call 468 3253 
1 6 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 
LESS 
CREDITS 
CIRCUIT BREAKER RELIEF 
BLIND RELIEF 
INDIGENT RELIEF 
BOARD RELIEF 
SANITATION RELIEF 
PREPAID TAXES 
102 
Slate Statutes prohibit the County Treasurer Irom accepting payment of current year's taxes between Noon, November 30 T A T A I f ^ R P H I T ^ i 
1987 and January 4 19M Payment received belween January 4th and Noon lanuarv i*ih m..«iin#»i A* . W V «m nn I w I M L . V-r V\ 
3 6 2 . 5 0 
3 6 2 . 5 0 
JM"^ 
H NO 
X DISTRICT 
^RCHLNO 
09 
1 6 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 
ARTHUR L MONSON 
SALT LAKE COUNTY TREASURER 
2001 South State • N1200 
1988 VALUATION 
AND TAX NOTICI 
Salt Lake City Utah 84190-1250
 p R n p F R T Y . . . . , , A T | n M 
PROPERTY ASSESSED TO 463-3404 HHOHtHFY VALUATION 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & 
1 6 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 
C/0 AMERICAN STATE MANAGEMENT 
1967 S 300 W 
SLC, UT 
84115-1306 
y 
1945 
. _ 
1 PROPERTY ASSESSED 
REAL 
ESTATE 
BUILDINGS 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/tNO—SEC RES 
AGRICULTURAL 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/IND—SEC RES. 
AGRICULTURAL 
TOTAL MARKET VALUE 
STATUTORY REDUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL EXEMPT ON 
"OTAL TAXABLE VALUE 
/E~EfiAN EXEMPTION 
RESIDUAL VALLE 
MARKET VALUE 
2 2 , 4 7 0 
1 ,830 
2 4 , 3 0 0 
4 , 8 6 0 
19 , 440 
1 9 , 4 4 0 
BEG 4 2 . 8 6 RDS N FR SE COR SEC 1 7 . . T 1 S . . . J K 1 F . S L M; N 
1 5 2 . 4 6 F T ; E 1 9 . 8 F T ; S E ' L Y TO A PT-S i r t E OF BEG; W 94 FT TO 
BEG. 0 . 1 9 AC 
1988 PROPERTY TAXES DELINQUENT AT 12 NOON, NOVEMBER 30,1988 
( D I S T R I B U T I O N O F G E N E R A L T A X E S 
TAXING DISTRICT 
S L C 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
SL 
CNTY 
SALT 
SALT 
S L C 
S L C 
CENTR 
PR0PE 
ITY SCHOOL DIS 
COUNTY GENERAL 
BOND IN 
FLOOD C 
GOV'T I 
HEALTH 
HANSEN 
COUNTY 
COUNTY 
COUNTY 
COUNTY 
COUNTY 
PORTION 
LAKE CITY 
LAKE CITY LIBR 
ITY METRO WATE 
ITY MOSQ ABATE 
AL UT WATER CO 
RTY TAX ADMIN 
TRICT 
FUND 
T & SINK 
ONTROL 
MMUNITY 
DEPARTMT 
PLANETAR 
$79.34 
ARY 
R DIST 
DIST 
N DTST 
LEVY 
PLEASE MOTE 
THE COUNTY TREASURER ONLY COLLECTS TAXES 
OOES NOT ASSESS PROPERTY FIX VALUATIONS SET 
RATES OR GRANT EXEMPTIONS ANO HAS NO AUTHOfll 
TY TO MAKE CHANGES ON THE TAX ROLL 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE OUR OFFICE 
WILL BE OPEN FROM 
7 GO AM TO 5 00 P M DAILY 
MONOAY THRU FRIDAY 
If your total annual household in 
come is less than S10 000 and you are 
over 65 or disabled you may qualify 
for property tax relief For tax relief 
Information call 468 3253 
16-16-: 
TOTAL TAX RATE 
EFFECTIVE TAX RATESNVBE TAX 
TAX 
3A~ 
008076 
002758 
000492 
000526 
000006 
000259 
000040 
004383 
000872 
000387 
000046 
OQO^QQ 
000554 
018799 
FFECTIVE 
3A~g 
• 646 
. 220 
. 039 
. 0 4 2 
. 000 
. 0 2 0 
. 0 0 3 
.350 
. 0 6 9 
. 0 3 0 
. 0 0 3 
. 0 3 2 
. 0 4 9 
1 . 5 0 3 
AMOUNT 
^ G E N E R A L TAXES 
ES-A S A  PERCENTAGE OF MARKET VALUE 
ATTACHED PERSONAL PROPERTY 
REFUSE COLLECTION TAX 
TOTAL TAXES 
LESS 
CREDITS 
CIRCUIT BREAKER RELIEF 
BLINO RELIEF 
INDIGENT RELIEF 
BOARD RELIEF 
SANITATION RELIEF 
PREPAID TAXES 
• 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 
St«U S?«tu«#* prohlbU th« County Teatucr from icc«pttng payment o/ current y«a<- a tax«s b«»w««n Noon No*«mb«f 30 " T O T A L C R E D I T S 
157 
53 
9 
10 
85 
16 
7. 
10 
00 
62 
56 
23 
12 
03 
78 
21 
95 
52 
89 
7R 
76 
365. 45 
365.45 
HU 
^STRICT 09 ARTHUR L. MONSON 
RCSLNO. 16 -16-352-0 06-0000 SALT LAKE COUNTY TREASURER 
2001 South State - N1200 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84190-1250 
PROPERTY ASSESSED TO: 468-3404 
I N T E R N A T I O N A L I N V E S T M E N T & 
1989 VALUATION 
AND TAX NOTICE 
PROPERTY VALUATION 
1 6 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 
C/O AMERICAN STATE MANAGEMENT 
1967 S 300 W 
SIC, UT 
84115-1806 
PROPERTY ASSESSED 
REAL {RESIDENTIAL 
- ESTATE COM/IND-SEC. RS3. 
i lAGRICULTURAt 
: D r m m k i r c [RESIDENTIAL . 
[ B U ] L D I N G b COM/I ND-SEC. R£S. 
'AGRICULTURAr. 
TOTAL MARKET VALUE 
EXEMPT REDUCTION 
STATUTORY REDUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL EXrVIPTION 
TOTAL TAXA3LE VALUE 
VETERAN EXEMPTION 
RESIDUAL VALUE 
MARKET VALUE 
2 2 , 4 7 0 
1 , 8 3 0 
2 4 , 3 0 0 
4 , 8 6 0 
1 9 , 4 4 0 
1 9 , 4 4 0 
PROPERTY DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION:
 1 9 4 5 3 i 5 0 Q _ 
BEG 42.86 RDS N FR SE COR SEC 17 , T I S , R I E , S L M; N 
152.46 FT; E 19.8 FT; SE'LY TO A PT DUE E OF BEG; W 94 FT TO 
BEG. 0.19 AC 
D 
1989 PROPERTY TAXES DELINQUENT AT 12 NOON, NOVEMBER 30, 1989 
PLEASE NOTE 
IE COUNTY TREASURER ONLY COLLECTS TAXES, 
DES NOT ASSESS PROPERTY. FIX VALUATIONS, SET 
kTES OR GRANT EXEMPTIONS ANO HAS NO 
JTHORITY TO MAKE CHANGES ON THE TAX ROLL. 
}R YOUR CONVENIENCE OUR OFFICE 
WILL BE OPEN FROM 
7 00 A.M to 6 00 P M. DAILY 
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 
your total annual household income 
less than $15,000 and you are over 
> or disabled you may qualify for 
operty tax relief. For tax relief 
formation call 468-3253. 
DISTRIBUTION Or GENERAL TAXES 
TAXING DISTRICT 
S L C I T Y SCHOOL D I S T R I C T 
SL COUNTY GENERAL FUND 
SL COUNTY BOND I N T & S I N K 
SL COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL 
SL COUNTY G O V ' T I M M U N I T Y 
SL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMT 
SL COUNTY HANSEN PLANETAR 
CNTY P O R T I O N $ 7 9 . 4 2 
S A L T LAKE C I T Y 
S A L T LAKE C I T Y L I B R A R Y 
S L C I T Y METRO WATER D I S T 
S L C I T Y MOSQ ABATE D I S T 
CENTRAL UT WATER CON D I S T 
PROPERTY TAX ADMIN LEVY 
TOTAL TAX RATE 
TAX 
RATE 
. 0 0 7 9 6 1 
. 0 0 2 5 9 7 
. 0 0 0 5 7 3 
. 0 0 0 5 7 8 
. 0 0 0 0 1 0 
. 0 0 0 2 8 7 
. 0 0 0 0 4 0 
. 0 0 4 3 6 0 
. 0 0 0 8 6 7 
. 0 0 0 3 8 5 
. 0 0 0 0 5 2 
. 0 0 0 3 9 1 
. 0 0 0 5 5 3 
. 0 1 8 6 5 4 
ELECTIVE, 
RAT" 
. 6 36 
. 2 0 7 
. 0 4 5 
. 0 4 6 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 2 2 
. 0 0 3 
. 3 4 8 
. 0 6 9 
. 0 3 0 
. 0 0 4 
. 0 3 1 
. 0 5 1 
1 . 4 9 2 
AMOUNT 
1 5 4 . 7 6 
5 0 . 4 9 
1 1 . 1 4 
1 1 . 2 4 
. 1 9 
5 . 5 8 
. 7 8 
8 4 . 7 6 
1 6 . 8 5 
7 . 4 8 
1 . 0 1 
7 . 6 0 
1 0 . 7 5 
GENERAL TAXES 
EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ARE TAXES AS A PERCENT OF MARKET VALUE 
ATTACHED PERSONAL PROPERTY 
n - ^ A , - T A V , ™ REFUSE COLLECTION TAX TOTAL TAXES 
LESS 
CREDITS 
CIRCUIT BREAKER RELIEF 
BLIND RELIEF 
INDIGENT RELIEF 
BOARD RELIEF 
SANITATION RELIEF 
PREPAID TAXES 
3 6 2 . 6 3 
3 6 2 - 6 3 
1 6 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 102 H<\ 
468-3381 
November 8, 1990 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & DEVELOPMENT CORP 
C/O AMERICAN STATE MANAGEMENT 
1967 S 300 W 
SLC, UT 84115-1806 
RE: Notice of decision by the Salt Lake County Board of Equalization based on a 
review of your property valuation - Parcel No. 16-16-352-006-0000 
Dear Taxpayer: 
Salt 
id consideration of the matter, the board t 
following action for the tax year 
The Board of Equalization ordered the market value of your proper ty adjusted 
as follows: 
This notice is to advise you tha t , after a review of the petition to the 
Lake County Board of Equalization an ook 
the  1990: 
Original valuation Valuation as adjusted 
from valuation notice bv the board 
Real estate 22,470 22,470 
Buildings, s t ruc tu res , etc. 1.830 l r830 
Total Market Value $ 24,300 $ 24,300 
• If you are not satisfied with the decision made by the Salt Lake County 
Board of Equalization, you may appeal the decision to the Utah State Tax 
Commission by filing the enclosed Notice of Appeal with this office within 30 
days of the final action of the Board. The appeal must be filed on or before the 
11th day of December, 1990. 
Notices of appeal should be forwarded to the address shown at the top of this 
form. DO NOT forward your appeal directly to the Utah State Tax Commission. 
I certify that this decision was mailed to the person and address above on the 
9th day of November, 1990. 
Very truly you r s , 
Clerk of the Salt Lake County 
~^~ird of Equalization 
BY: K U A J Z - ^ KUU 7 ^ ^ C ^ ^ L „ 
Deputy Clerk of the SalULake County 
Board of Equalization 
T h e above decision resul ts in the following adjusted amount of taxes due: 
1990 P r o p e r t y T a x e s 
Residual Value 1 4 , 5 8 0 
Tax Rate .0191070 
Tax C l a s s e s : NE 
Total General 
Attached personal 
Refuse Collection 
Total Taxes 
Circuit relief 
Blind relief 
Indigent relief 
Board relief 
Sanitation relief 
Prepaid taxes 
Total credits 
Taxes 
p r o p e r t y 
1 9 9 0 D 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0 . 0 0 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
ue -
2 7 8 . 5 8 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
278.58" 
0 . 00 
2 7 8 . 5 8 " 
DELINQUENT NOVEMBER 3 0 , 1990 
lO^ER lY A.'V.«-.v/.» O M ; 
T E R N A T I O N A L INVESTMENT & 
- 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 
~ML\ \/^ L(J7VTlQN AND TAX NOTICE^] PROPERTY VALUATION 
1 0 2 
Ml I No 
I7\I:U I NO 
]/\Y IH' 
1 6 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 -
;Fi{inr 0 9 
0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 
O A M E R I C A N STATE MANAGEMENT 
6 7 S 3 0 0 W 
C , UT 8 4 1 1 5 
C)PERTY DEvSCr^lPIIOM AND LOCATION: 1 9 4 5 S 1 3 0 0 
IG 4 2 . 8 6 RDS N FR SE COR SEC 1 7 , T 1 S , 
; 2 . 4 6 F T ; E 1 9 . 8 F T ; S E ' L Y TO A PT DUE 
!G . O . 1 9 AC 
E 
R 
E 
1 E , 
OF 
S L 
B E G ; 
M ; 
w 
N 
9 4 F T TO 
i PROPERTY ASSESSED 
REAL 
ESTATE 
BUILDINGS 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/IND-SEC. RES. 
AGRICULTURAL 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/IND-SEC. RES. 
AGRICULTURAL 
TOTAL MARKET VALUE 
EXEMPT REDUCTION 
S1ATUTORY REDUCTION 
RES 
IOT> 
VE1 
RES 
IDENTIAL EXEMPTION 
M. TAXABLE VALUE 
ERAMEXCMPTIOII 
IDUAL VALUE 
MARKET VAL 
2 2 , 
1 , 
! 2 4 , 
1 , 
6 , 
1 6 , 
1 6 . 
] 9 0 1 PROPERTY TAXES EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ARE TAXES AS A PERCENT OF MARKET 
•jAAiMGuisnwyr """ " f 
L CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
SL COUNTY GENERAL FUND 
SL COUNTY BOND INT & SINK 
SL COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL 
SL COUNTY GOV'T IMMUNITY 
SL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMT 
SL COUNTY HANSEN PLANETAR 
TY PORTION $ 5 9 . 5 1 
LT LAKE CITY 
LT LAKE CITY LIBRARY 
ACHED 
1SONAL PROPERTY 
;UIT BREAKER RELIEF * 
D RELIEF 
"7008373 
.002703 
.000461 
.000150 
.000002 
.000314 
.000040 
.004191 
_JL0Q0_87?_ 
I U':f: J 
.558 
.180 
.030 
.010 
.000 
.020 
.002 
.279 
.058 
(REFUSE 
COLLECTIO 
INDIGENT RELIEF * * 
BOARD RELIEF 
AMOUM i" 
1 3 5 . 7 8 
4 3 . 8 3 
7 . 4 8 
2 . 4 3 
.03 
5 . 0 9 
.65 
6 7 . 9 7 
1 4 . 2 5 
\ TAX 
TAXING DISTRICT 
"S L CITY METRO"WATER DIST 
S L CITY MOSQ ABATE DIST 
CENTRAL UT WATER CON DIST 
PROPERTY TAX ADMIN LEVY 
I TOTAL TAX RATE 
SANITATION RELIEF 
PREPAID TAXES 
PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT 
. 0 0 
<"''*»>" ]EtrMrE\ 
0337 . 0 2 2 
.000094 .006 
.000360 .024 
.000548 .042 
.018452 | 1 .231 
• • . 
TOTAL TAXES 
TOTAL CREDITS 
1991 TAXES 
AMOUNT 
5 . 4 7 
1 .52 
5 . 8 4 
8 . 9 0 
^ r i j g B 
"Bill 
EHs* 
SEE PA 
ABn7E 
/WIY r^p 
MESS' 
PERTir IE 
THIS IK 
2 9 9 . 2 4 
2 9 9 . 2 4 
2 9 9 . 2 4 
1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 
,/ 
MM NO TAX DISTRICT 0 9 
PARCCl NO 1 6 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 
E R N A T I O N A L I N V E S T M E N T & /'' " ' " *>'/#< C 
ELOPMENT CORP 
• A M E R I C A N STATE MANAGEMENT 
7 S 3 0 0 W 
T L A K E C I T Y UT 8 4 1 15 
3PERTY DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION 1 9 5 6 S V I E W ST # A P X B T 
3 4 2 . 8 6 RDS N FR SE COR SEC 1 7 , T 1 S , R 1 E , S L M; N 
ES I S AN A B B R E V I A T E D LEGAL FOR TAX N O T I C E PURPOSES ONLY 
PROPERTY ASSESSED; if> 
ESTATE/ 
^ £12 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/IND SEC RES 
AGRICULTURAL 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/IND SBC RES 
AGRICULTURAL 
/TOTAL MARKpT, VALUE 
EXEMPT REDUCTION 
STATUTORY REDUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL EXEMPTION 
TOTAL TAXABLE VAl UE 
VETERAN/BLIND EXEMPTION 
RESIDUAL VALUE 
MARKET VALU 
2 2 , 4 
T 7 £ 
2 4 , 
1 , 2 
1 6 , 2 
1 6 , 2 
IBUTION OF GENERAL TAXrS 
TAXING DISTRICT 
CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
JL COUNTY GENERAL FUND 
>L COUNTY BOND INT & SINK 
5L COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL 
>L COUNTY GOV'T IMMUNITY 
»L COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMT 
,L COUNTY HANSEN PLANETAR 
Y PORTION $ 6 4 . 1 0 
T LAKE CITY 
T LAKE CITY LIBRARY 
VCHED 
SONAL PROPERTY 
TAX RATE 
.008546 
.002898 
.000489 
.000164 
.000002 
.000346 
.000040 
.004368 
.000916 
bWV E l 
.572 
.194 
.032 
.010 
.000 
.023 
.002 
.292 
.061 
1992 PROPERTY TAXES (EITECTIVE TAX RATES ARE TAXES AS A PERCENT OF M/> 
AMOUNT 
139 .09 
4 7 . 16 
7 . 9 6 
2 67 
.Q3 
5 . 6 3 
.'65 
71 .09 
14 .91 
TAXING DISTRICT 
S L CITY METRO WATER DIST 
S L CITY MOSQ ABATE DIST 
CENTRAL UT WATER CON DIST 
PROPERTY TAX ADMIN LEVY 
RErUSE 
COLLECTION TAX TOTAL TAX RATE 
| TAX RATE \ ^ M m 
.000354 .023 
.000098 .006 
.000368 .024 
.000553 .043 
.019142 1 .282 
AMOUNT 
5 . 7 6 
1 .59 
5 . 9 9 
9 . 0 1 
311 
^RKET VA 
^dj^ fe 
^^BBSf ME8m 
srE PAC 
ABOVE 
AN < SPfc 
MESS* 
PERTINEr 
THIS NO 
.54 I 
TOTAL TAXES 311.54 
g>%\ 
. M I'M • i ' l 
PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT • • n v»> i/\>J 3 1 1 .54 
5-16-352-006-0000 1 0 2 MHNO 
PARCEL NO 
JTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & 
EVELOPMENT CORP 
'O AMERICAN STATE MANAGEMENT 
)67 S 30GXW
 A v 
U-T LAKt CTY UT 84115
 0<^ 
)PERTY DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION 1956 S VIEW ST 
G 42.86 RDS N FR SE COR SEC 17, T 1S, R 1E, S L M; N 
IIS IS AN ABBREVIATED LEGAL FOR TAX NOTICE PURPOSES ONLY 
TAX DISTRICT 0 9 
1 6 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 
rf.f. 
f PROPERTY ASSESSED-1,'. 
I ' REAL';:; 
'• ESTATE t 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/IND-SEC RES 
AGRICULTURAL 
L. ... r^i1 ^RESIDENTIAL 
BUILDINGSCOM/IND-SEC RES 
1 IAGRICULTURAL 
TOTAL MARKET VALUE 
EXEMPT REDUCTION 
STATUTORY REDUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL EXEMPTION 
TOTAL TAXABLE VALUE 
VETERAN/BLIND EXEMPTION 
RESIDUAL VALUE 
/ MARKET VAL 
1 7 , 
' 
1 7 , 
: 4 , 
1 1 , 
1 1 . 
5 MAY NOT BE A COMPLETE LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
IIBUTION Or GENERAL TAXES 
TAXING DISTRICT | 
«. C I T Y SCHOOL D I S T R I C T 
JL COUNTY GENERAL FUND 
SL COUNTY CAPITAL IMPROVE 
SL COUNTY BOND I N T & GINK 
SL COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL 
SL COUNTY G O V ' T IMMUNITY 
SL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTfylT 
SL COUNTY HANSEN PLANETAR 
TY PORTION $ 4 5 . 5 2 
LT LAKE C I T Y 
CHED 
SONAL PROPERTY 
:UIT BREAKER RELIEF* 
GENT RELIEF** 
TAX RATE 
. 0 0 8 7 3 2 
. 0 0 2 6 6 8 
. 0 0 0 1 2 4 
. 0 0 0 4 8 9 
. 0 0 0 1 9 0 
. 0 0 0 0 0 2 
. 0 0 0 3 7 1 
. 0 0 0 0 4 0 
. 0 0 4 4 5 5 
ETSf5VEl 
. 5 8 4 
. 1 7 8 
. 0 0 8 
. 0 3 2 
. 0 1 2 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 2 4 
. 0 0 2 
. 2 9 8 
1993 PROPERTY TAXES (EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ARE TAXES AS A PERCENT OF MARKET VALUE) 
AMOUNT 
1 0 2 . 3 5 
31 . 2 7 
1 . 4 5 
5 . 7 3 
2 . 2 3 
. 0 2 
4 . 3 5 
' . 4 7 
5 2 . 2 2 
TAXING DISTRICT I 
SALT LAKE C I T Y LIBRARY 
S L C I T Y METRO WATER D I S T 
S L C I T Y MOSQ ABATE D I S T 
CENTRAL^UT WATER CON DIST 
PROPERTY TAX ADMIN LEVY 
REFUSE 
COLLECTION TAX 
BOARD LETTER RELIEF 
SANITATION BOARD 
LETTER RELIEF 
TOTAL TAX RATE 
SANITATION RELIEF 
PREPAID TAXES 
PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT } 
TAX RATE I EFrjMVB | AMOUNT 
. 0 0 0 9 3 4 . 0 6 2 1 0 . 9 5 
. 0 0 0 3 6 1 . 0 2 4 4 . 2 3 
. 0 0 0 1 0 0 . 0 0 6 1 . 1 7 
. 0 0 0 3 6 5 . 0 2 4 4 . 2 8 
. 0 0 0 5 5 2 . 0 4 4 S . 4 7 
. 0 1 9 3 8 3 1 . 2 9 8 
^ L 
"Wk H i 
SEE PAi 
ABOVE 
ANY SPE 
MESS^ 
PERTINE 
THIS NC 
2 2 7 . 1 9 
TOTAL TAXES 227.19 
TOTAL CREDITS 
1993 TAXES 227.19 
16-16-352-006-0000 102 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & 
DEVELOPMENT CORP 
D/O AMERICAN STATE MANAGEMENT 
1967 S 300 W 
S A L T L A K E C I T Y U T 8 4 1 1 5 - 1 8 0 6 
^OPERTY LOCATION: 1 9 5 6 - S V I E W S T 
\AA. 
ininuriof i OF oFNiinAi. IAXF: 
TAXING DISTRICT TAX RATE 
L CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT .008677 
SL COUNTY GENERAL FUND -002619 
SL COUNTY CAPITAL IMPROVE .000173 
SL COUNTY BOND INT & SINK .000449 
SL COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL .000190 
SL COUNTY GOVT IMMUNITY .000002 
SL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMT .000371 
SL COUNTY HANSEN PLANETAR .000040 
NTY PORTION $45.74 
ALT LAKE CITY .004454 
ALT LAKE CITY LIBRARY .000934 
L CITY METRO WATER DIST .000361 
L CITY MOSQ ABATE DIST .000100 
TW VE| 
MHNO. 
PARCEL NO.. 16. 
TAX DISTRICT 09 
16-352-006-0000 
.•& 
:#?w 
| r n u r c n i T ^ O O C O O C U 
:
 REAL :^ 
:
 ESTATE;-
BUILDINGS 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/IND-SEC. RES. 
AGRICULTURAL 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/IND-SEC. RES. 
AGRICULTURAL 
TOTAL MARKET VALUE 
EXEMPT REDUCTION 
STATUTORY REDUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL EXEMPTION 
TOTAL TAXABLE VALUE 
VETERAN/BLIND EXEMPTION 
RESIDUAL VALUE 
JviMnrsci v m 
1 7 , 
1 7 
5 
1 1 
1 1 
1994 PROPERTY TAXES (EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ARE TAXES AS A PERCENT OF MARKET VALUE 
AMOUNT 
. 5 9 0 
. 1 7 8 
. 0 1 1 
. 0 3 0 
. 0 1 2 
. 0 0 0 
. 0 2 5 
. 0 0 2 
. 3 0 2 
. 0 6 3 
. 0 2 4 
. 0 0 6 
REFUSE 
1 0 3 . 2 6 
31 i 1 7 
2 . 0 6 
/?5>34> 
M:2.:i.26 
J%pfr02-. 
m£te¥-^r^ 
5 3 . 0 0 
1 1 . 1 1 
4 . 3 0 
1 . 1 9 
COLLECTION TAX 
m-
•;.- .TAXING DISTRICT 
CENTRAL UTJVATER CON DIST 
STATE ASSESS/COLLECT LEVY 
CNTY ASSESS/COLLECT LEVY 
' m 
TAX RATE |EFH m VET AMOUNT 
.00039 ' .026 
.00030 .020 
.00024 .024 
3.57 
2.89 SEEP> 
ABOV( 
ANY SF 
MESS 
PERTINI 
THIS N 
TACHED 
RSONAL PROPERTY 
TOTAL TAX RATE . 0 1 9 3 0 8 1 . 3 1 229.77 
TOTAL TAXES 229.77 
CUIT BREAKER RELIEF* 
)IGENT RELIEF** 
BOARD LETTER RELIEF 
SANITATION BOARD 
LETTER RELIEF 
SANITATION RELIEF 
PREPAID TAXES TOTAL CREDITS 
PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT } 1994 TAXES 229.77 
'POPEPlYASSESSrDTO 
5 - 1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 
JTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & 
IVELOPMENT CORP 
O AMERICAN STATE MANAGEMENT 
>67 S 3 0 0 W 
,LT LAKE C ITY UT 841 1 5 - 1 8 0 6 
^PERTY LOCATION 1945 S 1300 E # NFF1 
<iP"nonr)i r,f f jf PN IA/I ' 
TAXING DISTRICT nutFJ 
. CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 
CITY SCHOOL, BASIC 
ft 
I 
_T 
_T 
COUNTY GENERAL FUND 
COUNTY CAPITAL IMPROVE 
COUNTY BOND INT & SINK 
COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL 
COUNTY GOV'T IMMUNITY 
COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMT 
COUNTY HANSEN PLANETAR 
PORTION $58.41 
LAKE CITY 
 LAKE CITY 
- CJLE3LJMEIBQ. 
vCHED 
^ONAL PROPERTY 
LIBRARY 
.WATERJ1ISJ 
.004389 
.002640 
.002353 
.000120 
.000386 
.000153 
.000002 
.000291 
.000035 
.003944 
.000827 
)0.3_L9_ 
.241 
.145 
.129 
.006 
.021 
.006 
.000 
.016 
.001 
.216 
.046 
-JUZ-
( 1995J^)TN0T1CE ) P/ 
Ml» MO 
PARCH NO 1 6 
1AX DISTRICT 0 9 
1 6 - 3 5 2 - 0 0 6 - 0 0 0 0 
PROPERTY ASSESSED 
REAL | 
ESTATE 
BUILDINGS 
RESIDENTIAL 
COM/INO-SEC RES 
AGRICULTURAL 
RES\DENT\AL 
,COM/IND-SEC. RES 
(AGRICULTURAL 
TOTAL MARKET VALUE 
EXEMPT REDUCTION 
STATUTORY REDUCTION 
RESIDENTIAL EXEMPTION 
TOTAL TAXABLE VALUE 
VCTERAN/BLIND EXEMPTION 
RESIDUAL VALUE 
MARKET VAl 
3 1 ; 
3 1
 L 
1 4 , 
1 7 , 
._...._ 17* 
1995PROPERTYTAXES (EFFECTIVE TAX RATES ARE TAXES AS A PERCENT OF MARKET VALUCl 
AMOUNT 
76. 
46, 
41 . 
2, 
6, 
2. 
76 
17 
15 
10 
75 
68 
03 
09 
61 
6 8 . 9 8 
14 .46 
__5_^58_ 
TAXING DISTRICT TAX RATE ™pi AMOUNT S L CITY MOSQ ABATE DlST 
CENTRAL UT WATER CON DlST 
STATE ASSESS/COLLECT LEVY 
CNTY ASSESS/COLLECT LEVY 
.00008 .004 
.00034 .019 
.00028 .015 
.00021 .016 
1 .54 
6 . 1 0 
4 . 9 1 
3 . 7 0 
RErUSE 
COLLECTION FEE TOTAL TAX RATE .016387 
UIT BREAKER RELIEF 
3ENT RELIEF 
BOARD LETTER RELIEF 
SANITATION BOARD 
LETTER RELIEF 
SANITATION RELIEF 
PREPAID TAXES 
PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT ^ , 
TOTA1 
. 90 
4 
SEEP* 
ABOVE 
ANY Sp 
MESS 
PERTINE 
THIS N( 
2 8 6 . 6 1 
LTAXES 2 8 6 . 6 1 
TOTAL CREDITS 
1995 TAXES 2 8 6 . 6 1 
j t ions. SIGNATURE DATE 
TAXjPJSTRICT 09 NEXT YR NOTICE 10/11 
rflfERITATIONAL : [NVESTMENT & 
DEVELOPMENT CORP 
4505 S WASATCH 
SALT LAKE CITY 
BLVD 
UT 
MULT I 
NAMES 
EDIT 1 NO 
841244709 
MAIL ADDR MODIFY 07/02/96 RSASON L 
LOC 1945 S 13 00 E fr NFF1 ED 1 CR I 
LAST MODIFY 07/02/96 
PRINT P 
TAX CLASS 1 NE 
TAX CLASS 2 
TAX CLASS 3 
PERCENT 000 
MTG HLDR 0000 
TAX REL-IEF 
BLIND 
INDGENT 
CIRC BR 
GARBAGE 
BOARD 
GRB BRD 
PUP 
SALE 
BOFE 
WEED 
BY AMH OFFICE 
SPEC IMP CERT 
APPENDIX YR 00 
BANKRUPT 
COLLECTIONS 
PREPAY 0.00 
PAYMNT 0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
REC/TRN 0 0 
REC DATE 00/00/00 
MACH/RUN 0 0 / 0 0 
PENALTY 0.00 
+ 
+ 
= 
-
-
= 
-
= 
-
= 
* 
= 
+ 
+ 
+ 
= 
-
-
= 
-
= 
TAXPAiER ID 0000 
TAX CALCULATIONS 
REAL ESTATE 
BUILDINGS 
FULL MARKET VAL 
EXEMPT REDUCTN 
STATUTE REDUCT 
STATUTE VALUE 
RESIDENT EXEMPT 
TAXABLE VALUE 
VETERAN EXEMPT 
RESIDUAL VALUE 
TAX RATE 
COMPUTED TAXES 
GARBAGE FEE 
PERS PROP ATACH 
MTR VEH ATTACH 
TOTAL CHARGES 
TAX RELIEF 
PREPAYMENTS 
TOTAL TAXES DUE 
COLLECTIONS 
BALANCE DUE 
PAGE 2 OF 
11/26/96 
31,800 
0 
31,800 
0 
0 
31,800 
14,310 
17,490 
0 
17,490 
0154430 
270.19 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
270.19 
0.00 
0.00 
270.19 
0.00 
270.19 
- - -^L.1 VGJJ 
SEP 0 7 1995 
KIRTON & McCONKIE 
R. BRENT STEPHENS (A3098) 
RYAN E. TJJ3BITTS (A4423) 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTTNEAU 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH | 
PO-CHENG CHANG, BEATRICE H. 
CHANG, and AMERICAN ESTATE 
MANAGEMENT CORPORATION, a Utah 
corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SOLDIER SUMMIT DEVELOPMENT, a 
Utah limited partnership, AMERICAN QTY 
CORPORATION, a Utah corporation, 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, a Utah 
corporation, MING-CHENG LIN, 
individually, and HSIUN MEI YEN LIN, 
individually, 
Defendants. 
Plaintiffs Po-Cheng Chang, Beatrice H. Chang, and American Estate Management 
Corporation ("Plaintiffs") allege as follows: 
SECOND AMENDED AND 
SUPPLEMENTAL 
COMPLAINT 
Case No. 900905601 CN 
Judge Glenn Iwasaki 
P.ARTIES 
1. Plaintiff American Estate Management Corporation is a Utah corporation and a limited 
partner in Soldier Summit Development Company ("Soldier Summit"). 
2. Plaintiffs Po-Cheng Chang and Beatrice H. Chang are currently listed as limited 
partners in Soldier Summit. 
3. Soldier Summit is a Utah limited partnership with its principal place of business in Salt 
Lake City, Salt Lake County, State of Utah. 
4. Defendant American City Corporation ("ACC") is a Utah coiporation, also known as 
American City Development Corporation which is controlled and operated by Defendants 
Ming-Cheng Lin and Hsiun Mei Yen Lin (the "Lins"). ACC is the sole general partner of Soldier 
Summit. 
5. Defendant International Investment and Development Corporation ("IED") is a Utah 
corporation, controlled and operated by Defendants Ming-Cheng Lin and Hsiun Mei Yen Lin. HD 
owns a majority interest in, or wholly owns, ACC. 
6. Defendants Ming-Cheng Lin and Hsiun Mei Yen Lin ("the Lins") are individuals who 
are residing or have resided in Salt Lake City, Salt Lake County, State of Utah. The Lins are owners, 
officers, directors and/or controlling persons of ACC and HD. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
7. The Soldier Summit partnership was formed in 1978. 
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8. Soldier Summit was formed to purchase and develop recreational and residential 
property consisting of approximately 4,500 acres at Soldier Summit, Utah. At the time it was formed, 
neither Po and Beatrice Chang nor AEMC were partners in Soldier Summit. 
9. For many years, the Lins and the Changs were involved closely in various business and 
I 
social relationships and were otherwise close family friends. The Changs were also involved in ICD 
and ACC and were involved in several partnerships with the Lins, including Homestead Associates, 
Logan Plaza Associates, Log Haven Associates, and others. 1 
10. Commencing in the early 1980s, the relationship between the Lins and the Changs 
deteriorated to a point where litigation ensued. 
11. In February 1982, in order to resolve many of the ongoing problems between them, 
including issues relating to the partnerships listed above, the Lins and the Changs entered into an 
agreement (the "Separation Agreement") which effectrvely separated many of the business affairs of 
the Lins and the Changs. (A copy of the agreement is attached hereto as Exhibit "A," and 
incorporated herein by this reference.) Both the Lins and Changs were represented by counsel in 
negotiating and executing the Separation Agreement. 
12. At the outset of separation negotiations, it was contemplated that neither the Changs 
nor AEMC would obtain any interest in Soldier Summit but were to retain an interest in other assets. 
Finally, the Lins demanded that the Changs relinquish certain interests and, in exchange, the Lins 
offered AEMC a 9% limited partnership interest in Soldier Summit. The Changs agreed to this 
demand under certain conditions. In order to make this exchange equitable to the Changs, the 
- j -
existing obligations of Soldier Summit were required to be assumed by the Lins, and other agreements 
were made in the Separation Agreement. 
13. Therefore, in the Separation Agreement, the Lins agreed to, among other things, the 
following: 
(a) To compensate the Changs for any reduction in value of Changs' 9% 
interest in Soldier Summit Development Company resulting from any debt owed by 
ACC to HD prior to the closing date [March 1, 1982]. 
(b) All debts incurred by Soldier Summit Development Company 
following March 1, 1992, shall be borne by the partners (including Chang) in 
proportion of their partnership interest. Chang shall not be responsible for, and Lins 
shall pay, all debts incun*ed by or on behalf of Soldier Summit Development Company 
prior to March 1, 1982. 
(c) Lins assume and agree to hold Chang harmless from each and every 
liability, obligation of IID and ACC in existence at or arising after the closing date; 
provided that the provision shall not be construed as creating any right in or obligation 
to a third party. 
(d) As of the closing date [March 1, 1982], all sums owing by ICE, AEM, 
or Po and Beatrice Chang to HD or a "Lin affiliate" or by Soldier Summit 
Development Co. to ACC (to the extent that Soldier Summit Development Co. is 
indebted to ACC) shall be canceled and forgiven. . . . 
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41. Defendants have a pecuniary interest in Soldier Summit, ACC and LCD and in the 
I 
development of Soldier Summit and are in a superior position to know the facts regarding 
development of Soldier Summit. 
42. Notwithstanding this superior position to know the facts, Defendants carelessly or 
negligently made false representations to Plaintiffs concerning material facts regarding the financial 
status and obligations of Soldier Summit Development and the prospects of marketing the property. 
Defendants could foresee and expected that Plaintiffs would rely and act thereupon, and Plaintiffs 
reasonably did so. As a result of Defendants' careless or negligent misrepresentations regarding 
Soldier Summit Development, Plaintiffs have been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial. 
FTFTH CLATM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of Separation Agreement) 
43. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 42 as though fully set 
forth herein. 
44. The Lbs have breached the March 1982 Separation Agreement in at least the 
following particulars: 
(a) Failing to compensate the Changs for any reduction in value of Changs' 
interest in Soldier Summit Development resulting from any debt owed by ACC to ED 
prior to closing; and, 
(b) By refusing to substitute AEMC as a limited partner in Soldier Summit 
Development by failing to pay individually all debts inclined by or on behalf of Soldier 
Summit Development prior to March 1, 1982. 
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(c) By refusing to pay all debts incurred by or on behalf of Soldier Summit 
Development Company prior to March 1, 1982. 
(d) By refusing to assume and hold Chang harmless from each and every 
liability and obligation of IID and ACC in existence at or arising after the closing date; 
(e) By refusing, as of the closing date [March 1, 1982], to cancel and 
forgive all sums owing by ICE, AEM, or Po and Beatrice Chang to IID or a "Lin 
affiliate" or by Soldier Summit Development Co. to ACC (to the extent that Soldier 
Summit Development Co. is indebted to ACC); 
(f) By refusing to pay to ED, AEM, ACC, and Log Haven Associates as 
of the date of the agreement and . . . through the closing, all amounts necessary to 
discharge obligations of such entities then due or falling due during such period, and 
to meet all operating costs and expenses not discharged out of the current operating 
revenue. . . . 
(g) By failing to deed certain properties to Plaintiffs as contemplated by 
the agreement; 
(h) By the various acts alleged in paragraph 18, above; and, 
(i) By breaching the covenant of good faith and fair dealing implied in the 
agreement. 
45. The aforementioned breaches have damaged Plaintiffs in an amount to be proven at 
trial. 
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SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of Consulting Agreement) 
46. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 45 as though fully set 
forth herein. 
47. The Defendants have breached the March 1982 Consulting Agreement by refusing to 
pay Po Chang his fees due under the agreement and by stating a clear intent not to abide by its terms 
in the future in order to deprive Mr. Chang of any future fees due under the agreement. 
48. The breach of the Consulting Agreement has damaged Plaintiff Po Chang in an amount 
to be proven at trial. 
SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of Partnership Agreement) 
49. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 48 as though fully set 
forth herein. 
50. The Defendants have breached the Soldier Summit Partnership Agreement and 
Amendment by refusing to assume all debts of the partnership, and by willfully refusing to develop 
the property when reasonable, legitimate opportunities were available, and by refusing to abide by 
the Amendment to the Partnership Agreement. 
51. Defendants1 breach has damaged Plaintiffs in an amount to be proven at trial. 
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EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Fraud and Misrepresentation) 
52. Plamtiffs incorporate the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 51 as though fully set 
forth herein. 
53. Defendants have made the following misrepresentations to Plaintiffs regarding Soldier 
Summit: 
(a) Misrepresentations regarding obligations due and owing by the 
partnership; 
(b) Misrepresentations concerning the development status of the project, 
and Defendants' intentions on marketing the project; 
(c) Misrepresentations regarding the financial condition of the partnership; 
and, 
(d) Misrepresentations regarding approvals needed and protocols to be 
followed in order to develop and market the property. 
54. These representations were false and the Defendants either knew they were false or 
made the statements recklessly, knowing they had insufficient knowledge upon which to base such 
representations for the purpose of inducing the Plaintiffs to take no action regarding the partnership, 
and the Plaintiffs, aaing reasonably and in ignorance of the falsity of the representations, did in fact 
rely upon said misrepresentations. 
55. As a result of the misrepresentations, the Plaintiffs were induced to act, which they 
did, all to their injury and damage in an amount to be proved at trial. 
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56. Defendants' actions were willful and wanton or with reckless disregard for the rights 
of the Plaintiffs, all of which entitle Plaintiffs to recover punitive damages in an amount to be proven 
at trial. 
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Specific Performance) 
57. Plaintiffs incorporate the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 56 as though fully set 
forth herein. 
58. In the alternative, Plaintiffs pray for an order of the Court that the Defendants 
specifically perform the Separation Agreement, the Consulting Agreement and the Soldier Summit 
Amendment. 
WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray for Judgment as follows: 
L That this Court issue its decree ordering the dissolution of Soldier Summit 
Development, a Utah limited partnership. 
2. That American City Corporation, and Ming-Cheng Lin and 
Hsiun Mei Yen Lin account for the expenses of ACC and Soldier Summit. 
3. That this Court's decree dissolving the partnership specify liquidation of the assets and 
payments of debt and liabilities as provided by the Soldier Summit Partnership Agreement, including 
all amendments, the Separation Agreement, by any other agreements between the parties, and by law, 
and that the balance of the partnership assets remaining ailer liquidation of paymenrof all debts be 
distributed to the respective partners in accordance with the agreements between the parties. 
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4. That Po and Beatrice Chang and American Estate Management Corporation have 
Judgment against American City Corporation, International Investment & Development Corporation, 
and Ming-Cheng Lin and Hsiun Mei Yen Lin in an amount to be proven at trial. 
5. That Plaintiffs be awarded prejudgment interest and their costs incurred herein, 
including reasonable attorneys' fees. 
6. As to Plaintiffs' Second, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Claims for Relief 
for damages in an amount to be proved at trial. 
7. For punitive damages as determined by the trier of fact. 
8. As to Plaintiffs' Tenth Claim for Relief in the alternative, an order requiring 
Defendants to specifically perform the Separation Agreement, the Consulting Agreement, and the 
Partnership Agreement. 
9. That this Court award such other and further rehef as the Court deems just and 
equitable. 
DATED this toMKday of September, 1995. 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
iNT STEPI 
RV4N E. TBBBITTS 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Plaintiffs' Address: 
1967 South 300 West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
21\RET\i3877 002\Amaadai2 Com 
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AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 
) 
: ss. 
STATE OF UTAH 
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE ) 
Cynthia Northstrom, being duly sworn, says that she is employed by the law offices of Snow, 
Chiistensen & Maitineau, attorneys for Plaintiffs herein; that she served the attached proposed 
Second Amended and Supplemental Complaint (Case Number 900905601 CN, Third Judicial 
I 
District Court, Salt Lake County, State of Utah) upon the parties listed below by placing a true and 
correct copy thereof in an envelope addressed to: 
David M. Wahlquist, Esq. 
Kirton & McConJkie 
60 East South Temple, Suite 1800 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Jon E. Waddoups, Esq. 
Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy 
50 South Main, #1600 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84144 
and causing the same to be mailed, postage prepaid, first-class mail, on the Q day of September, 
1995. 
^ k ' ^ > ^ 
ynihia Northstrom 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this / ^ ^ day of September, 1995. 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
CYNTHIA PRADO 
10 Exchange PI 
•**! U * i City. Uuh 64111 
Vty Communoo Exptres 
ApfH 17. 1999 
. S T A T E OF UTAH 
* & 
.NOTARY PUBLIC 
EXHifc*n a 
R. BRENT STEPHENS (A3098) 
RYAN E. TIBBITTS (A4423) 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTTNEAU 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801) 521-9000 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
PO-CHENG CHANG, BEATRICE H. 
CHANG, and AMERICAN ESTATE 
MANAGEMENT CORPORATION, a Utah 
corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SOLDIER SUMMIT DEVELOPMENT, a 
Utah limited partnership, AMERICAN CITY 
CORPORATION, a Utah corporation, 
TNTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, a Utah 
corporation, MING-CHENG LIN, 
individually, and HSIUN MEI YEN LIN, 
individually, 
Defendants. 
Plaintiffs respond to the Lin Defendants' Amended Second Set of Interrogatories and Request 
for Production of Documents as follows: 
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSES TO 
LIN DEFENDANTS' AMENDED 
SECOND SET OF 
INTERROGATORIES AND 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION 
OF DOCUMENTS 
Case No. 900905601 CN 
Judge Glenn Iwasaki 
obligation and have continued to charge the partnership with the preexisting obligations. Clark Lin 
testified to this in his deposition at pp. 34, 35, for example. 
INTERROGATORY NO 25: Provide the legal description of all properties you reference in 
paragraph 44(g) of Plaintiffs' Complaint. 
RESPONSE: The legal description of these properties will be produced in connection with 
the production of documents, but includes a one-foot strip along the boundary of the Draper property 
and a parcel of property associated with the Highland Terrace Apartments. 
INTERROGATORY NO 26: State the Plaintiffs knowledge of the prior purchase by RLC, 
Inc. of the Soldier Summit property as of 31 May 1978 (the date RLC, Inc. purchased the Soldier 
Summit property) and October 1978 (the date Soldier Summit Development purchased the property 
from RLC, Inc.) and state with respect thereto: 
(a) Whether as of October 1978 Po Chang knew of the date of RLC Lac's prior 
purchase of the Soldier Summit property; 
(b) Whether as of October 1978 Po Chang knew the price at which RLC, Inc. 
purchased the property; and 
(c) Whether an appraisal of the property was obtained by Soldier Summit 
Development before purchasing the property; and 
(d) Whether Po Chang or any entity he or any of his family have an interest in 
received any compensation or other benefit arising from the sale of the 
property from RLC, Inc. to Soldier Summit Development Co., and if so, 
describe the compensation or benefit. 
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R, BRENT STEPHENS (A3098) 
RYAN E. TTBBITTS (A4423) 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTTNEAU 
Attoraeys for Plaintiffs 
10 Exchange Place. Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801)521-9000 
RECEIVED 
JUN 1 0 1996 
KIR i UN & McCONKiE 
IN THE THIRD" JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
PO-CHENG CHANG, BEATRICE H. 
CHANG, and AMERICAN ESTATE 
MANAGEMENT CORPORATION, a Utah, 
corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
SOLDIER SUMMIT DEVELOPMENT, a 
Utah limited partnership, AMERICAN CITY 
CORPORATION, a Utah corporation, 
INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT & 
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, a Utah 
corporation, MTNG-CHENG LIN, 
individually, and HSIUN MEI YEN LIN, 
individually, • 
Defendants. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF 
PLAINTIFFS' RESPONSES TO 
LIN DEFENDANTS' AMENDED 
SECOND SET OF INTERROG-
ATORIES AND REQUEST FOR 
PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS 
Case No. 900905601 CN 
Judge Glenn IwasaM 
I hereby certify that on the 7th day of June 1996, a true and correct copy of Certificate of 
Service of Plaintiffs' Responses to Lin Defendants' Amended Second Set of Interrogatories and 
Request for Producrioa of Documents was mailed, postage prepaid, first-class mail, to the 
foUowing counsel of record: 
David M. WaHquist, Esq. 
Kirton & McConkie 
60 East South Temple, Suite 1300 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Joa E. Waddoups, Esq. 
Van Cott, Bagley, Cornwall & McCarthy 
50 South Main, £1600 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84144 
DATED this ^ [ K day of June 1996. 
SNOW, CHRISTENSEN & MARTTNEAU 
By. UnJti ¥^M 
R. BRENT STEPHENS^ 
RY^T E. TTBBLTTS 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE.COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
PO-CHENG CHANG, et. al., : MEMORANDUM DECISION 
Plaintiffs, : CASE NO. 900905601 CN 
vs. : 
Judge Glenn K. Iwasaki 
SOLDIER SUMMIT DEVELOPMENT, et. : 
al., 
Defendants. 
The above-entitled matter comes before the Court pursuant to 
cross-motions for partial summary judgment. 
The Court heard oral argument on the motions on February 12, 
199 7, at which time the parties were represented by counsel- The 
Court ruled on one aspect of plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment and took the remaining matters under advisement. Based 
upon the motions, memoranda of the parties (including supplemental 
memoranda), the exhibits attached thereto, the arguments of 
counsel, and for good cause shown, the Court hereby enters the 
following ruling, 
I. BACKGROUND 
Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint, filed 9/6/95, states 
nine claims: (1) Dissolution of Soldier Summit, (2) Breach of 
Fiduciary Duty, (3) Accounting Re: Soldier Summit, (4) Negligent 
Misrepresentation, (5) Breach of Separation Agreement, (6) Breach 
of Consulting Agreement, (7) Breach of Partnership Agreement, (8) 
Fraud and Misrepresentation, and (9) Specific Performance. 
Defendants' Answer to the Complaint, filed 10/10/9 5, includes 
20 affirmative defenses and six counterclaims: (1) Breach of 
Fiduciary Duty, (2) Fraud and Misrepresentation, (3) Negligent 
Misrepresentation, (4) Conversion, (5) Breach of Partnership 
Agreement, and (6) Accounting re: Homestead Associates. 
II, PLAINTIFFS1 MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
The Court has already granted plaintiffs' motion for summary 
judgment as it relates to counterclaims 1, 2 and 3 (Breach of 
Fiduciary Duty, Fraud and Misrepresentation, and Negligent 
Misrepresentation). The Court does not further address those issue 
here. 
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Plaintiffs also seek summary judgment on claim 9 of their 
Complaint (Specific Performance). Defendants have also moved for 
summary judgment on this claim. 
I 
On March 1, 1992, the parties signed a "First Amendment to 
Certificate and Agreement of Limited Partnership of Soldier Summit 
Development." Defendant American City Development Corp., 
controlled by the defendant Lins, acted as the General Partner of 
the partnership. Paragraph 5 of that agreement provides: 
Notwithstanding any other provision of the 
Partnership Agreement, any and all debts, 
obligations, liabilities, bills, costs or 
expenses of the Partnership (whether known or 
unknown) incurred or arising prior to March 1, 
19 82 and interest accruing thereon after March 1, 
1982 (the "Pre-Existing Obligations") shall be 
borne and discharged by the General Partner and 
Jay L. Murphy in the ratio that their respective 
percentage interests bear to one another. All 
allocations of profit and loss and distributions 
shall be computed as though the Pre-Existing 
Obligations were the individual obligations of 
the General Partner and Jay L. Murphy in such 
proportions, and the amounts that would otherwise 
be distributed to the General Partner and Jay L. 
Murphy shall be used to pay the Pre-Existing 
obligations. To the extent that the amounts 
allocated to the General Partner and Jay L. 
Murphy are not sufficient to discharge the Pre-
Existing obligations, the General Partner and Jay 
L. Murphy shall contribute to the Partnership 
(without affecting the rights of the other 
Partners) sufficient cash to discharge the Pre-
Existing obligations as they fall due. Except to 
the extent set forth above, the Partners shall 
each bear their pro-rata share of any 
liabilities,. obligations, debts or similar items 
arising on or after March 1, 1982. 
Defendants have shown the mortgage on the partnership's 
property as a liability, expense, or debt on the books and records 
of the partnership. Plaintiffs contend that in doing so, 
defendants have violated the above provision that allocated the 
partnership's debts. Defendants admit that they are responsible to 
pay the entire mortgage on the property (including those portions 
which were due in the future since the underlying debt had been 
incurred prior to March 1, 19 82), but respond that they are 
entitled to receive back their total cash contributions, including 
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According to paragraph 5, and " [n] ocwichstandmg any other 
provision of the Partnership Agreement," all pre-March 1982 debts 
or obligacions of the partnership are deemed personal obligations 
of the General Parcner. There is no suggestion that the General 
Partner be credited for these payments as cash contributions to the 
parcnership. Instead the agreement requires all preexisting 
obligations to be "borne and discharged" as "individual" obligations 
of the General Partner. Plaintiffs gave up their substantial 
interests in other assets in order to receive a partnership free of 
all debts. It would be contrary to the intent of the parties to 
explicitly preclude the mortgage payments as debts of the Limited 
Partner, while allowing those payments as contributions of the 
General Partner. 
Based on the foregoing, plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment is granted as to this issue. 
III. DEFENDANTS' SECOND MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Defendants seek dismissal--at least against certain 
defendants--of all nine of the claims set forth in plaintiffs' 
Complaint. Many of defendants' theories for dismissal apply to 
more than one claim. The Court will address the merits of these 
theories, and then determine which of the claims should be 
dismissed as a result of the Court's conclusions. 
A. Alter Ego 
Defendants contend that certain defendants should be dismissed 
from certain claims because those defendants were not involved in 
those claims. Plaintiffs respond that all of the defendants should 
remain in the case on all claims because they are all alter egos of 
each other. After examining the evidence on this issue, the Court 
concludes that there is sufficient evidence in this case from which 
a finder of fact could conclude that the defendants are the alter 
egos of one another. Thus the Court denies defendants1 motion 
insofar as it seeks dismissal of certain claims against certain 
defendants on this basis, including claim 1 (Dissolution of Soldier 
Summit), claim 3 (Accounting Re: Soldier Summit) , claim 4 
(Negligent Misrepresentation), claim 5 (Breach of Separation 
Agreement), claim 6 (Breach of Consulting Agreement) , claim 7 
(Breach of Partnership Agreement), claim 8 (Fraud and 
Misrepresentation) , and claim 9 (Specific Performance). 
B. willful Misconduct 
The Soldier Summit Development partnership agreement grants 
the general partner full discretion to manage the partnership's 
affairs and provides that it shall not be liable for errors in 
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judgment lacking "willful misconduct." Defendants contend that 
there was no such breach. Among other evidence, they point to two 
market studies that state that development of the property would 
lose money. Plaintiffs respond that failing to develop the 
property while withholding information constituted willful 
misconduct. In light of the agreement's broad authority to the 
general partner, the Court concludes that plaintiffs' allegations 
are not sufficient to raise an issue of fact. Thus the Court 
grants defendants' motion insofar as it seeks dismissal of certain 
claims on this basis, including claim 2 (Breach of Fiduciary Duty) . 
C. Detrimental Reliance 
In order to state a claim for fraud or misrepresentation, 
plaintiffs must provide some evidence that they relied to their 
detriment on the alleged misrepresentation. Defendants argue that 
plaintiffs have failed to provide any evidence that they have 
sustained any injury in reliance upon defendants' alleged 
misrepresentations regarding either development prospects for the 
partnership property or financial information supplied by 
defendants. Plaintiffs have submitted the affidavit of Todd 
Harris, a real estate agent, stating that "with relatively little 
effort or expense," the property could have been placed on the 
market and that there was "considerable interest" by the local 
community in the project. He also states that "many" lots could 
have been sold from 19 82-19 84 and that the partnership missed out 
on a "great business opportunity." , 
The affidavit--apart from being speculative--does not assert 
nor attempt to assert that the development would have been 
profitable had it gone forward. Defendants' own marketing study 
admits that some lots would be sold, but concludes that under the 
market conditions, the development would result in a significant 
financial loss to the partnership. The fact that a local realtor 
says he could have sold some of the lots during a two-year period 
does not contradict defendants' position. 
Finally, Mr. Chang, in his affidavit, could not explain 
anything he did or did not do in reliance upon the alleged 
misrepresentations. , 
Even assuming that defendants made misrepresentations, and 
that the claims are not barred by the statute of limitations, the 
Court concludes that plaintiffs have failed to provide sufficient 
evidence to create a factual question as to whether-they sustained 
any injury in reliance upon the misrepresentations. Thus the Court 
grants defendants' motion insofar as it seeks dismissal of certain 
claims on this basis, including claim 4 (Negligent 
Misrepresentation) , and claim 8 (Fraud and Misrepresentation) . 
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D. Accord. Satisfaction, and Release 
Defendants claim that they are entitled to dismissal of claim 
S (Breach of Separation Agreement) under a theory of accord, 
satisfaction, and release. They concend that any problems 
regarding the separation agreement were worked out by the parties 
when they signed a March 1, 1982 "Satisfaction of Debt/1 The 
document releases only indebtedness that "has not been specifically 
disposed of in some other manner by an instrument executed pursuant 
to the Closing contemplated by or delivered pursuant to the" 
February 8, 1982 agreement. Claim 5, as stated in Plaintiffs' 
Complaint, is based on the alleged breach of the "March 1982 
Separation Agreement."1 
Defendants argument appears to be well taken. The release 
specifically disposed of claims arising from the Separation 
Agreement. Thus the Court concludes that the "Satisfaction of Debt" 
releases this claim and defendants' motion is granted as to this 
claim. 
E. Claim 7 (Breach of Partnership Agreement) 
Claim 7 alleges: 
The Defendants have breached the Soldier 
Summit Partnership Agreement and Amendment by 
refusing to assume all debts of the partnership, 
and by willfully refusing to develop the property 
when reasonable, legitimate opportunities were 
available, and by refusing to abide by the 
Amendment to the Partnership Agreement. 
Defendants contend that they had no contractual duty to 
further develop and market the partnership property because the 
partnership's purposes included holding and leasing the property. 
Plaintiffs respond that questions of fact preclude summary judgment 
on defendants' duty to develop and market the property. 
Defendants also argue that this claim is barred by the six-
year statute of limitations governing written contracts. Plaintiff 
responds that defendants were concealing information as to the 
status of and their plans for the development and thus the statute 
xThis-reference to a "March 1992 Separation Agreement" is 
confusing as there is a February 1992 Separation Agreement and a 
March" 19 92 Amendment to the Agreement. The Court determines 
that, in drafting their Complaint, plaintiffs intended to mean 
the former because the nine particulars of claim 5 appear to 
refer to the former and not the latter. 
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of limications should be tolled. 
The Court concludes there are questions of fact that preclude 
summary judgment on this claim. There is some evidence that 
defendants refused to provide plaintiffs requested information 
regarding the partnership and that defendants may have misled 
plaintiffs regarding the development prospects for the property. 
Thus the Court denies defendants' motion for summary judgment as to 
this claim. 
F. Claim 9 (Specific' Performance) 
In this claim, "Plaintiffs pray for an order of the Court that 
the Defendants specifically perform the Separation Agreement, the 
Consulting Agreement and the Soldier Summit Amendment." The Court 
has made three previous rulings that affect summary judgment on 
this claim. 
The Court has already granted plaintiffs' motion for summary 
judgment on one aspect of claim 9 (in Section II, above), denying 
defendants the right to credit their mortgage payments as capital 
contributions toward the partnership. 
The Court has also ruled (in section III,D, above) that the 
parties1 March 1, 1982 "Satisfaction of Debt" specifically disposed 
of claims arising from the Separation Agreement, unless those 
claims are specifically disposed of in some other manner at the 
time' the "Satisfaction of Debt" was signed or pursuant to the 
separation agreement. 
Finally, the Court has ruled (in section III,E, above) that 
there are questions of fact that preclude summary judgment as to 
partnership agreement. 
With the briefing before the Court, the Court is unable to 
make any further rulings as to this claim. 
Based on the foregoing, plaintiffs' motion for partial summary 
judgment is granted, and defendants' motion for partial -summary 
judgment is granted in part and denied in part. 
Dated this 26th day of February, 19J 
GLENN K. IWASAKI 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
Case No. 900905601 
Certificate of Mailing and Fax 
I certify that on the 26th day of February, 1997, I sent by 
first class mail and fax a true and correct copy of the attached 
document to the following: 
R. BRENT STEPHENS DAVID M. WAHLQUIST 
RYAN E. TIBBITS BLAKE T. OSTLER 
BRIAN ?. MILLER 60 East South Temple, #1800 
10 Exchange Place, 11th Floor SLC, Utah 84111-1004 
P.O. Box 45000 Fax: 321-4893 
SLC, Utah 84145 
Fax: 363-0400 
District Court Clerk 
Deputy" Clerk 
EXHIBIT a 
R_ BR£NT STEPHENS (A3098) 
RYAN E. TIBBnTS (A4423) 
BRIAN P. MILLER (A6933) 
SNOW, CKRJSTENSEN & MARTINEAU 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
10 Exchange Place, Eleventh Floor 
Post Office Box 45000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145 
Telephone: (801)521-9000 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
PO-CHENG CHANG, BEATRICE H. 
CHANG, and AMERICAN ESTATE FINAL ORDER 
MANAGEMENT CORPORATION, a Utah 
corporation, 
Plaintiffs, 
Case No. 900905601 CN 
vs. Judge Glenn Iwasaki 
SOLDIER SUMMIT DEVELOPMENT, a 
Utah limited partnership, AMERICAN CITY 
CORPORATION, a Utah corporation, 
MING-CHENG LIN, individually and in his 
capacity as Trustee, HSIUN MEI YEN LIN, 
individually, and in his capacity as a partner, 
Defendants. 
BACKGROUND 
On February 12, 1997, the Court heard oral arguments on cross-motions for partial summary 
judgment of the Plaintiffs and Defendants. Defendants were represented by David M. Wahlquist and 
Tfiii'J Judical Oi^nct 
UG 1 3 1997" 
ucpui/ CeiK 
Blake T. Ostler of the law firm of Kirton & McConkie. Plaintiffs were represented by R. Brent 
Steohens and Rvan E. Tfobitts of the law firm of Snow, Christensen & Martineau. 
The Court reviewed the parries' moving papers and exhibits appended thereto and heard oral 
argument on the motions. At the hearing the Court also received additional exhibits and deposition 
excerpts from the parties. At the conclusion of the hearing the Court ruled from the bench on 
portions of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. On February 26, 1997, the Court 
issued a Memorandum Decision on the remaining portions of Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment and on Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. On February 27, 1997, the 
Court held a conference call with counsel wherein the Memorandum Decision was explained and 
clarified to counsel for the parties. 
On February 28, 1997, another conference call was held with counsel for the parties wherein 
it was stipulated that the Court enter its order dissolving the Soldier Summit partnership pursuant to 
the terms of the partnership agreement and ordering that an accounting of the partnership be 
conducted as prayed for by the Plaintiffs in their Third Claim for Relief Thereafter, the Court 
scheduled a one-day, nonjury trial on March 12, 1997, so that Defendants' claims regarding 
conversion of Homestead Associates funds could be tried. On March 10, 1997, the Defendants 
contacted the Court and indicated that they were voluntarily dismissing with prejudice their claims 
regarding the conversion of Homestead Associates funds. 
Based on the foregoing, the Court hereby enters the following Findings and Conclusions and 
Order: 
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L FINDINGS 
A. Plaintiffs' Second Amended Complaint, filed September 6, 1995, states nine claims: 
1) Dissolution of Soldier Summit; (2) Breach of Fiduciary Duty; (3) Accounting Regarding Soldier 
Summit; (4) Negligent Misrepresentation; (5) Breach of Separation Agreement; (6) Breach of 
Consulting Agreement; (7) Breach of Partnership Agreement; (8) Fraud and Misrepresentation, and 
(9) Specific Performance. 
B. Defendants' Answer to the Complaint filed October 10, 1995, includes 20 affirmative 
defenses and six counterclaims' (1) Breach of Fiduciary Duty; (2) Fraud and Misrepresentation: (3) 
Negligent Misrepresentation, (4) Conversion; (5) Breach of Partnership Agreement, and (6) 
Accounting re. Homestead Associates. 
C. The parties moved for summary judgment as to some of the claims, and made certain 
stipulations and dismissals regarding the remaining claims. 
D. There are no genuine disputes as to any material facts relative to the conclusions set 
forth in Section II below. 
H CONCLUSIONS 
A. Bench Ruling. 
1. Plaintiffs are entitled to summary judgment on Defendants' First, Second and Third 
Claims for Relief in Defendants' Counterclaim, except for the conversion claims regarding Homestead 
Associates funds, based upon the clear and unambiguous language of release^ contained in th: so-
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called Separation Agreement and Supplemental Agreement entered into by the parties on February 
8, 1982, and March 1, 1982, respectively. 
2. The Supplemental Agreement referred to above created a private statute of limitation 
between the parties for claims that are now being assened in the First, Second and Third Claims for 
Relief of the Counterclaim (except for that portion of the First Claim relatmg to Homestead 
management fees) which Counterclaim was first filed on October 9, 1995. 
3. Pursuant to the private statute of limitation contained in the Supplemental Agreement, 
all such claims for relief were required to be filed prior to May 31, 1982, in accordance with the 
Supplemental Agreement. Although a Complaint was filed in May of 1982, that Complaint was 
dismissed in November of 1982, nearly 13 years before Defendants filed their Counterclaim. 
4. The Separation Agreement also contains a clear, comprehensive and unambiguous 
release that precludes Defendants' claims arising prior to February 8, 1982. This release would 
therefore bar all claims in the First, Second and Third Claims for Relief other than the claim relating 
to Homestead management fees, which is dealt with below. 
5. The Court further relies upon the Utah Supreme Court case of Ong International USA 
v. 11 th Avenue Corporation, 850 P.2d 447, 453. n. 18 (Utah 1993) which specifically recognizes that 
there are situations where a person would voluntarily choose to waive existing fraud claims or even 
waive unknown claims of fraud. Based upon the history of the parties, and the clear terms of the 
Separation and Supplemental Agreements, this case does present such a situation and Ong is, 
therefore, persuasive. 
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6. Even if the claims contained in the First, Second and Third Claims for Relief; other 
than the Homestead management fee claim, are not barred by the release language of the two 
agreements cited above, those claims for relief would also be barred by the statute of limitations no 
matter whether the three-year, four-year or six-year statutes of limitations apply. The claims 
contamed in the First, Second and Third Claims for Relief except for the Homestead management 
fee claim, have long since been barred by those statutes of limitations. 
7. The Court does not grant Plaintiffs' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment for the 
claims contained in the First Claim for Relief and Fourth Claim for Relief for conversion of 
management fees of Homestead Associates by the Changs, but Defendants subsequently agreed to 
dismiss these claims with prejudice. 
B. Memorandum Decision. 
The Court's Memorandum Decision of February 26, 1997, is hereby adopted and 
incorporated into this Final Order by this reference with the following clarification: 
1. Section HI.B of the Memorandum Decision states that the Soldier Summit 
Development Partnership Agreement grants a general partner fiill discretion to manage the 
partnership's affairs and provides that it shall not be liable for errors in judgment lacking 4\villiul 
misconduct." In light of the agreement's broad language, the Court conclude that Plaintiffs1 
allegations are not sufficient to raise an issue of fact on that. Thus, the Court grants Defendants' 
motion insofar as it seeks dismissal of certain claims on this basis. This ruling also applies to 
Plaintiffs' Seventh Claim for Relief for breach of the Partnership Agreement to the extent it alleges 
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a claim of willflil misconduct for failure to timely develop and market the Soldier Summit property. 
To the extent that Plaintiffs' Seventh Claim for Relief alleges claims other than a claim for willful 
misconduct or the claims relating to the First Amendment of the Partnership Agreement which are 
ruled upon in the Memorandum Decision, Defendants1 motion is denied as to any such claims. 
Plaintiffs subsequently indicated that there are no additional claims in the Seventh Claim for Relief 
other than the willful failure to develop claims, which have not otherwise been addressed by the Court 
in the Memorandum Decision or this Final Order. Therefore, summary judgment is granted against 
Plain riffs and in Defendants' favor upon all willful failure to develop claims in Plaintiffs' Second and 
Seventh Claims for Relief 
m . STIPULATION AND AGREEMENT OF THE PARTIES 
A. Based upon a stipulation of the parties, this Court will order a decree of dissolution 
and an accounting of the Soldier Summit Partnership in accordance with Utah law and pursuant to 
the terms of paragraph 17 of the Certificate and Agreement of Limited Partnership of Soldier Summit 
Development dated November 1, 1978, as prayed for in Plaintiffs' First and Third Claims for Relief 
contained in their Second Amended and Supplemental Complaint, filed on September 6, 1995; and: 
1. Po Chang shall be entitled to payment from SSD of 2% of all proceeds 
from SSD's real property pursuant to the Consulting Agreement. 
2. Plaintiffs shall be obligated to pay 9% of the legitimate partnership 
expenses which arose after March 1, 1982, in accordance with the Court's ruling 
above. 
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B. Defendants voluntary agreed that their claims regarding the Homestead Associates as 
set forth in Defendants' First and Fourth Claims for Relief should be dismissed wnii prejudice. 
IV, ORDER 
Based on the foregoing, the Court hereby orders, adjudges and decrees that Plaintiffs' Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment and Defendants' Motion for Partial Summary Judgment be and hereby 
are granted rn part and denied in part, as set forth above and in the Memorandum Decision. Plaintiffs' 
claims for dissolution and an accounting of Soldier Summit are hereby granted in accordance with 
the terms set forth above. Each of Defendants' claims for conversion of Homestead funds are 
dismissed with prejudice. All claims of the parties set forth in their pleadings not reduced to summary 
judgment herein or otherwise dealt with by this Order are hereby dismissed. This Order disposes of 
all issues raised by the pleadings and will become final upon entry. 
DATED this /Q^lw o f y f r ^ V ^ * , 1997. 
District Court Judge 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
David M. Wahiquist 
N U3877\2\DISS0LV7 ORD 
•"ci ™"^v 
'J23I41 • — •''• 
I C£vT»^ * »>w , r^- ** ^ ' Vi*. rue n<" 
'"C-a^IGu;^ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
II 
I hereby certify that on tfae^^ day of July, 1997, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing FINAL ORDER was served via first class mail, postage prepaid, to the following: 
David M. Wahlquist, Esq. 
Kirton & McConkie 
60 East South Temple, Suite 1800 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
'
 ;
 \IJ/I..JL QyiA/y^^CT <Hoc(J?z 
Suzaxme\H. Hurst 
N \13877\:\SPM\SUZ.AFF 
